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MEETINGS
Local public agencies that will
conduct meetings this week
include:
SCHOOL BOARD
*The Calloway County School
Board will meet in special session at 7 p.m.. Thursday. Aug.
5, at the board office. Bonds
for the preschool center, reissuing 1978 bonds and establishing positions will be
discussed.
The Calloway County
School District Finance Corporation will meet immediately
Following the board meeting to
approve legal documents for
bond sale.

INSIDE
.The team with the most
losses took its toughest loss of
the season. Page SA
•LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Prosecutors decided to level a
felony charge against New
York Mets outfielder Vince
_Coleman because of the explosive power of a large firecracker he tossed outside Dodger Stadium. Page SA
•LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— The case of a grandmother
who was handcuffed in her
driveway, taken to jail and
strip-searched three times
because of a traffic citation is
U.S. District
being told to
Court jury this week. Page
12A
•OAKLAND, Calif.(AP) —
A "bouncing baby boy" beat
the odds and was delivered
here Tuesday, 104 days after
his mother was declared brain
dead. Page I2A
•

FORECAST
Tonight, partly cloudy, low
around 60. Light wind. Thursday, mostly cloudy with a
percent chance of afternoon
showers. Cooler with the high
near 80.

30

LAKE LEVELS

KENTUCKY — 86'
359.2. +0.1; below 316.5, -0.2
BARKLEY — 88'
359.1, -0.1; below 317.1, -0.7
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad. call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds deparunent.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to conSect. Our replar office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MovidayFriday; 8 am.-noon Simard's,.

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

Clinton takes tax bilkto the public
during the speech Tuesday night.
"I haven't made up my mind
.... the leaning is against it
because I .voted against it
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democratic leaders from the before." Sen. Dennis DeConcini.
White House to Congress today D-Ariz:, told CBS radio.
Clinton headed to Capitol Hill
launched one furious final push
to embolden lawmakers still wav- today to personally lobby House
ering on their economic plan. Democrats.
Asked if he was going to win,
President Clinton set the tone
with a televised appeal to "meet Clinton responded, "I hope so."
In his TV address to the nation
our great responsibilities."
Vice President Al Gore took to Tuesday night. Clinton spoke
the morning talk shows to urge little of the months of dealsupport. "We're fighting for. making and compromising that
American's economic future and produced a bill claiming $496
against gridlock," he declared, billion in deficit reduction.
predicting passage of the comInstead, he told voters Conpromise tax bill.
gress' decision was simple:
But a holdout senator key to "Now there are only two choices.
passage said today he was still Our plan or no plan."
leaning against the package even
"Our nation is in economic
after the president praised him danger." Clinton said. "We canBy STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Press Wear

not afford not to act. I need your
help. I need for you to tell the
peoples' representatives to get on
with the peoples' business."
Gore today refused to say
whether the administration had
assurances of enough votes in the
Senate, where an earlier version
of the plan passed only after the
vice president voted to break a
49-49 tie.
"I don't know whether I'll get
to cast another tic-breaking vote
or not, but one way or another
this plan will pass," Gore told
CBS.
House Speaker Tom Foley told
NBC today the measure would
pass his chamber with a vote "at
least what it was before." The
House passed an initial version of

High points of bill:
Highlights of the deficit-reduction bill worked out by President
Clinton and congressional Democrats:
Deficit reduction: Democrats claim about $496 billion over five
years. They say it includes tax increases of about $241 billion:
spending cuts and restraints and interest savings totaling P55
billion.
Individual income taxes: The current top rate of 31 percent
would rise, retroactive to Jan. 1, to 36 percent. This would apply to
single filers' taxable income — after deductions and exemptions —
above S115,000 and couples above S140.(X)O. In most cases, that
would not affect singles with groks incomes less than about
S140,(XX) and couples less than about 518(1,00(1. A new 10 percent
surtax would hit taxable income above S250.0(X). producing a new
top rate of 39.6 percent.
Social Security benefits: Starting next year, retirees whose total
incomes, including half their Social Security, exceed $34,000 (sinII TURN TO PAGE 2A

• TURN TO PAGE 2A

Why the apathy?
Local fire districts face complex laws, indifference
By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger • Times Staff Wrest

For years; most of Calloway
County's fire districts have not
been operating completely under
state law.
Some fire district representatives blame complex statutes and
public apathy.
Ruth Day, treasurer for Fire
District 2, said she has been-dealing with state government for
more than five years in an effort
to comply with Kentucky Revised
Statute, Chapter 75.
New Providence, New Concord
and Clayton Creek merged to
form Fire District 2.
In the beginning, Day said it

Martin Marietta
workers vote
down contract
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Union members at a western
Kentucky uranium enrichment
plant voted Tuesday night to
reject a contract with the
plant's operator. Martin Marietta Utility Services.
Members of Local 3-550 of
the Oil. Chemical and Atomic
Workers began voting after
they met at 7:30 p.m. CDT for
the last of three meetings to
hear union leaders assess the
company's latest contract
offer.
About 700 Workers covered
by the contract have worked
under an extension of a threeyear agreement that expired at
4 -p.m. Saturday as. negotiations continued.
Local 3-550 President David
Fuller said union members
voted down the offer by an
"overwhelming majority."
Union members will continue working even though
they rejected the offer.
"It's our intention not to
call a strike at this time and
try to work," Fuller told the
union members after the votes
were tabulated.
The union did not recommend that members ratify the
offer. Under a federal law that
became effective last month,
employees may work under
the old contract for as long as
two years until the dispute is
resolved.
Both sides have declined to
discuss negotiation details but
have said they want the impasse resolved.
OCAW members approved
the 1990 contract despite concerns over changes in the company's insurance package and
job-testing procedures.
The last strike at the plant
where 1,700 people work was
in 1979. It lasted a month.

"Even if they don't want to get involved,
they need to."
--Ruth Day
was difficult to geticsidents in
the district to participate on the
board.
"Even if they don't want to get
involved, they need to," she said.
Day is not alone in her
requests for participation.
Faxon Fire District has had
problems generating enough
interest among residents to maintain a legal board.
Richard Holzschuh, chairman
of the Faxon board of trustees.

said most people do not want to
serve on the board because of the
lack of duties involved.
According to statute, a fire district's board of trustees is responsible for collecting tax money
from the sherifrs office and the
county clerk's office and distributing that money for fire
protection.
"It doesn't take seven people
to allocate money," Holzschuh
said.

STRIKE UP THE BAND
---

The statute does„not give the
hoard any other towers dealing
with tax dollars.
.Boards have no control over
tax dollars once payment is made
to a fire department.
Calloway County is one of
three Kentucky counties whose
fire protection districts contract
with an independent fire department rather than maintaining
their own volunteer force.
according to Gene Stinchcomb
with the division of local government in Frankfort.
Local fire districts contract
with Calloway County FireRescue, a non-profit, public service organization. for protection.
The fire-rescue receives tax

Associated Press Writer

DAVID RAMEY/edgerI T,rnes oPoo
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No limits
Rose says that's
lotto's problem
By CHARLES WOLFE

Lindsay McNutt of the Murray High band stretches out as part of
a group activity on Tuesday. Band camp runs this week for both
Murray High and Calloway County bands.

money on a quarterly basis.
Holzschuh said it is difficult to
answer to taxpayers when boards
are not involved in the decision
•
making.
He said he does not have a
problem with how the fire-rescue
is handling the money.
"They are doing a good Job,"
Holzschuh said. "But the commissioners are not on the
decision-making board."
Day said she would like to be
more involved with the firerescue's board as well.
"We need to work together to
get it right," she said.
Almo-Dexter Fire District,

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — In
setting up the Kentucky Lottery.
the General Assembly gave it a
good deal of freedom.
Too much freedom, Senate
President John "Eck" Rose
believes.
Now the lottery must be reined
in, perhaps absorbed by state
government, Rose said Tuesday.
It must at least be subjected to
regular audits, he said.
"The one thing is for sure:
There's going to have to be
changes," the Winchester Democrat said in an interview.
A report released last month by
state Auditor Ben Chandler said
the lottery should be returning
more money to the states General Fund. It criticized lottery managers and directors for borrowing
$10 million at the same time that
$37 million was uncollected from
ticket sellers.
The lottery's seven appointed
directors resigned, allowing Gov.
Brcrcton Jones to appoint-a new
board, subject to Senate confirmation Friday.
But Rose said the problems
cited by Chandler would eventually be repeated. "It's just inherent with all that autonomy,"
Rose said.
The General Assembly may
need to make "structural

changes," Rose said, such as
"making the lottery an arm of a
state agency or an agency itself."
Or the legislature could require
regular management audits of the
lottery, as it did of utility companies through the Public Service
Commission.
At the time of the lottery's
inception in 1988, the argument
for its independence was that it'
had to be innovative and able to
respond quickly to market
conditions.
"I had reservations then, and I
still have them," Rose said.
"Anytime you give them enough
leeway to be innovative and efficient, you're also giving them
enough leeway to abuse the
system."
The legislature's interim joint
State Government Committee
questioned Jones' board appointees Tuesday afternoon and
recommended confirmation of all
seven. There were reservations
about three; however.
Rose abstained on the vote to
recommend confirmation of Laurence T. Summers, a Lexington
certified public accountant,
because of Summers' membership on the State Board of
Accountancy, which licenses
CPAs.
That could pose a conflict if
the lottery board had to hire an
11 TURN TO PAGE 2A

FBI arrests State Department employee on espionage charges
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
State Department secretary has
been arrested on espionage
charges along with a selfdescribed journalist, the FBI said
today.
Geneva Jones, a secretary
employed at the State Department's Bureau of Politico- _

Military Affairs since 1989, was
arrested Tuesday by FBI agents,
the bureau said.
Also charged with espionage is
Dominic Ntube, a self-described
journalist the bureau said.
Jones was arrested at 5:15 p.m.
Tuesday near the State Departmem, the bureau said.
•

Ntubc was arrested two hours
later at an apartment in the city.
the FBI said. Ntubc is a citizen of
a west African nation, according
to a law enforcement source who
spoke on condition of anonymity
The source could not provide
further details of Ntube's
nationality.

Both were arrested under a
provision of the espionage !Mile
that bars the transmission of
documents containing classified
defense secrets by a person unauthorized to have access to the
material to someone else who is
"not entitled to receive it."
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II Localfire...
FROM PAGE 1A
which does not have a legal
board or a signed contract with
the fire-rescue, began efforts this
week to work within the statutes.
Chairman Carl Durham said he
realizes the board is not operating
under KRS Chapter 75.
However, he said people in the
district have not shown an interest in the district's activities.
Durham said he does not
remember the exact date of the
last board election, but he is certain there was little involvement.
"We had about throe or four to
vote," he said. "You can't hardly
find anyone who will run."
Almo-Dexter is planning an
election in the near future.
The district's three appointed
members, Durham, Bob Nanney
and Cora Pritchett, along with
Billy Garland and Billy Nat Galloway. recently purchased land in

Here's what the law says —

Almo for a substation.
According to two deeds filed
in the clerk's office July 13. two
tracts of land consisting of 2.81
acres were purchased for S2,000
by the fire district.
New to the county are Fire
Districts 5 and 6. Both districts
are operating under most of the
state's guidelines.
Fire District 5, which was
organized last October, consists
of Kirksey. Lynn Grove. Coldwater, Jackson and Calloway. The
board of trustees has a current
contract and a seven-member
board.
Betty Darnell. treasurer, said
the financial requirements have
not been difficult to meet because
all the board does is collect the
tax money, then turn it over to
the fire-rescue.
Hazel/Harris Grove has just
merged to form Fire District 6
and has a fivetmember board,

Sidewalk Specials

which is acceptable, according to
an attorney general's opinion.
According to fire-rescue
records, the district has a signed
contract for fire protection.
There are a number of state
Laws as well as several government agencies that have some
connection with special taxing
districts.
According to KRS Chapter
65.065, each district must have a
complete audit every four years.
All districts will undergo audits
this year.
Accountability of fire districts
and the fire-rescue is not spelled
out in the statutes.
The state auditor's office deals
with fire districts if a question is
raised. The office reviews the
four-year audit.
The attorney general's off
does not have any direct authqry
Over the districts unless a le al
question is raised and the office
performs an investigation.
General counsel, according to
statute, can be provided by the
county attorney or a paid, private

Inside
20%-50% OffIdeas...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Summer Gift
•Sunflower Candleholders
•Painted Flower Pots
•Watennelon Vases
& Ptcture Frames

•Decoratave Viatenng Cana
•Paintad Ptah & Cat Han.,
•Bndal Registry Available
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HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn. ILPh.
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109 S. 4th St. • Downtown. Murray
763-1482

Pick 3
3-1-3
Cash 5
1-10-13-18-33
The Pick
2-9-11-15-16-21-34-56

attorney.

Sunchcomb said the Department of State and Local Government deals indirectly with the
districts when they fill out financial reports.
"There is not anyone that I
know of who watches over what
fire districts do," he said.
Basically, accountability lies in
the hands of the residents of the
district from whom the board collects taxes and for whom the fire
department provides the service.
All meetings and actions of the
boards are subject to public scrutiny. Records should be available
upon request, according to open
records laws.
CCFR chief Greg Cherry said
the department keeps detailed
financial reports that are presented to the boards at each
meeting.
The department undergoes an
annual audit and its financial
statement is printed in the newspaper each year.
County Attorney David Harnrigton said the fire districts have
come a long way since they were
formed in the early 1980s.
At .that time, there were 13
separate taxing districts that were
set up along precinct voting lines.
. The five remaining districts are
the result of planning for beuer
fire protection and simpler tax
collection:

Keep Up The
Trend.
Recycle This
Newspaper
Again.

Saturday Night 5 p.m.-9

6.95

per person

For Electrical Service

Enchiladas, Tamales, Spanish Rice, Mexican (7orn,
Cinnamon Crisp, Refried Beans, Burritos & Tortilla
Chips With Chili & Cheese

David Morris Electric

Brin. This Ad In For A Free Drink

40111k

Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs
Maintenance'
Quality Elec.trical Work Since 1971

Open 8 a.m.-2 p.m. & 6 p.m.-10 p.m.
(Sun. Open till 9 p.m.)

Hwy. 641 South • Murray • 753-5986
- Private Dining Facilities Available -

Call 759-4960

Chapter 75 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes establishes fur protection districts and provides pidelines for each district including:
.The appointment of three members to the seven-member board
by the county judge/executive.
*Four members shall be elected by residents of the district.
*Elections shall be held every year and notices of the election
shall be advertised at least 30 days prior to the election date.
*The trustees are authorized to establish and operate a fire
department in such district and to levy a tax upon the property in
said district.
•Districu may contract with a volunteer fire deparunent for
protection.
*Boards shall meet at least once a month and all meetings.
execept executive meetings, shall be open to the public.
*The secretary shall keep a minute book in which the minutes of
each meeting shall be kept, together with all resolutions, tax levies
and other important material. A copy of that book shall be kept on
file in the county clerk's office.
*At the end of each fiscal year. the board of trustees and volunteer fire deparunent districts shall employ a certified public accountant to audit the books and records of the district.
*Two copies of the audit shall be given to the board and one
shall be transmitted to the county clerk.

▪ Rose.„
don't think she knows what she's
FROM PAGE 1A
getting into."
Other appointees had smoother
outside accountant for auditing
work, Rose said.
sailing: Theodore Broida, presi"It would be somewhat hard dent of QRC Research Corp..
for a CPA to criticize (Summers). Lexington; Patrick J. Cvengros, a
knowing his license is in his Paducah, banker; Charles 0.
hands," Rose said after the com- Bradley of Georgetown, owner of
mittee meeting. Asked if he was a grocery in Midway; and Sharon
opposed to Summers' confirma- K. Williams, assistant director of
tion, Rose said: "Not at this the Louisville-Jefferson County
point."
'Office for Economic
Rep. Joe Barrows, DDevelopment.
Versailles. voted against David
However, after Williams disV. Kramer, a Crestview Hills closed that she was divorced and
attorney, because Kramer's firm her ex-husband had subsequently
represents the Turfway Park thor- declared bankruptcy, she was
oughbred track at Florence.
repeatedly questioned about it by
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana, Sen. Gex "Jay" Williams, R declined to vote on Tina Whitak- Verona.
er, news editor of a weekly newsThe senator's questioning was
paper in Lacher County, because too persistent and personal to suit
she had no previout\expenence Rep. John Will Stacy, D-West
on a board of directiars.
Liberty, who rebuked Jay Wil"This is not a training ground liams and apologized to Sharon
for other boards," Ford said. "I Williams.

•Clinton...
FROM PAGE 1A
the plan by six votes.
The Democratic Party, meanwhile, aired television ads in the
states of wavering lawmakers
urging viewers to call Congress.
The Capitol Hill switchboard was
swamped Tuesday night and
again this morning by callers.

In his televised address, Clinton told Americans "I don't like
taxes any more than you do.".
But he said his plan was fair,
would place the burden of higher
taxes on the wealthy and help
create at least 8 million jobs. The
average family would pay less
than a dime a day in new taxes.

•High points...
FROM PAGE 1
gles) or $44,000 (couples) would pay income tax on up to 85 percent of their benefits. Those with incomes between S25,000 and
$34,000 (singles) or $32,000 and $44,000 (couples) would continue
being taxed on up to 50 percent of their benefits.
Energy: Taxes on gasoline, now 14.1 cents a gallon, and diesel,
now 20.1 cents, would rise by 4.3 cents on Oct. I. Commercial
planes would be exempt through Sept. 30, 1995. Starting next Jan.
1, recreational motorboats would be subject to the full diesel tax.
Medicare tax: Effective Jan. 1, 1994, the $135,000 limit on the
amount of annual wages and self-employment income subject to the
Medicare tax would be eliminated.
Corporate income taxes: The current 34 percent top rate would
rise to 35 percent for taxable income over SIO million, retroactive
to Jan. 1.
Earned-income credit: Starting next year, this special tax cut or
outright government payment to the working poor would be
increased by about $4 billion a year and, for the first time, include
a small benefit for childless people between ages 25 and 64. Under
current law, the maximum credit is $2,364 this year; it would rise
to about $2,600 next year and higher in subsequent years.
Business deductions: Effective next year, the portion of meals
and entertainment costs that could be deducted as a business
expense would drop to 50 percent from the current 80 percent. Club
dues and lobbying expenses would no longer be deductible.
Source: The Associated Press
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Allen James (AKA Jim
Harryman)will be at Readmore Book store signing
copies of his first novel,
REFLECTIONS which hit
the market last month.,
James is a 1983 graduate of
Murray State University
receiving his B.S. in Secondary English Education.
While in college at Murray,
He attended Westside
Barn.
Hillbillly
Flippen's
managed
he
Bapitst Church where he worked in the capacity of youth
director. James presently teaches high school and college
english and operates a private counseling practice in
Fredericktown, Missouri.
Also while in college at Murray,James worked at Kenlake
State Resort Park as front desk clerk retaining many of his
memories for ideas to be placed later in one of his novels.The
setting for his first was taken from where he lived while at
MSU, a small cabin east of Murray on Highway 121.
Those who knew James while at Murray will want to
purchase a copy of bis autographed novel. The book makes a
perfect Christmas gift at only $6!95 plus tax and is
accompanied with a free signed bookmark.
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Jessica's plight may spur adoption-law reforms

[ire pro:lading:
w board

In a nation with so many
unwanted children, Kate Burke
finds it ironic that adoption-law
reforms may come about because
of a little girl who was loved by
too many people.
Burke. an adoption advocate, is
talking about Jessica, the
BS -year-old caught in a custody
battle between her biological
parents and the couple who raised
her from birth.
That fight ended Monday. Jessica was returned to her biological parents after more than two
years of wrangling that reached
the U.S. Supreme Court.
But the debate is hardly over.
as people involved in adoptions
seek better ways to balance the
rights of adoptive parents, biological parents and children caught
in the middle.
"There are a lot of Jessicas out
there," said Burke, president of
the American Adoption Congress,
which represents adoptive and
biological parents, adoption agencies and attorneys. "Because of
this case, I believe we'll see a lot
of legislation introduced in the
next year or two."
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-Any proposed reforms will
probably hit the same thorny territory that made Jessica's case so
heartbreaking. Everyone claims
to have the child's interest at
heart, yet nobody agrees on how
best to serve that interest.
Burke's group would like to
see time limits set for resolving
contested adoptions. Others want
all states to prohibit adoptions
arranged by private attorneys.
(About a third of the states now
prohibit them.)
Some groups applaud the outcome in Jessica's case as a stand
for the rights of unwed fathers.
who they say have suffered discrimination in gaining custody
when the mother gives up a child
for adoption. Still others want to
change a system that they say
favors the rights of biological
parents at thc expense of
children.
The case behind -3-11-11ie debate
began Feb. 8, I991, when Cara
Clausen gave birth to a girl in
Cedar Rapids. Iowa. She signed
papers giving the child up for
adoption the next day. Two
weeks later. Jan and Roberta

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress may send President Clinton
a compromise version of his
natiaal service program, to
allow young people to pay off
college expenses with community
work, before the week is out.
House and Senate negotiators
took the first steps Tuesday toward resolving differences between
the two chambers on the legislation, and 'hoped to have a final
version ready for passage before
a scheduled• month-long recess
begins this weekend.
Earlier in the day. the Senate
approved a slimmed-down, threeyear version of the plan, at a cost
of S1.5 billion, on a ' vote of
58-41. The House version, passed
earlier, would provide S2.I billion for three years.
"We're not sure we can do it,
but it appears that all sides are
agreeable to try," for a compromise by the weekend, said an
official close to the negotiations,
who spoke on condition of
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Bosnian leader
under pressure
to resume talks
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GENEVA (AP) — Leaders of
Bosnia's warring factions held
"serious talks" on how to divide
up Bosnia at a secret dinner, but
Bosnian President Alija Izetbegovic refused for a third day
today to attend official talks.
Izetbegovic has refused to
meet with the leaders of Bosnia's
Serbs and Croats since Monday
because of alleged Serb attacks
around Sarajevo.
John Mills, spokesman for the
conference, said lzetbegovic sent
a message to mediators that he
was refusing to attend today's
talks for that reason, although
Mills noted that the level of
fighting has gone down.
But he said the Bosnian president joined the other leaders for a
working dinner Tuesday at which
the discussion centered around
the future map of Bosnia.
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Announce
the addition of

Dr. Craig Flickinger
to our Staff
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We can provide information about qualifying for

DISCOUNTS

15%*
Off Any Purchase
On Mondays Only With This

ON YOUR INSURANCE PREMIUMS

Ad

l'Except Balloons)

*New Crafts Arriving Daily
*Candy. Jams. Jellies, Bar-B-Que Sauce •
& Many More Unique Gift Basket Fillers -,.
*Free Delivery

anonymity.
Clinton called senators after
the vote to thank them. In •
remarks from the White House
Rose Garden, he called the bill
"one of my top legislative priorities. Within months, thousands of
young people will be at work in
their communities, helping our
country and helping to pay . for
their own education. Middle class
students everywhere will have an
easier time affording college."
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DeBoer of Ann Arbor, Mich., the birth mother," Johnson said.
were -granted legal custody of the "Had this adoption been handled
child.
by a licensed agency with qualiWithin two weeks, however, fied professionals trying to meet
Clausen had changed her mind the needs of all the parties
and said she had named the involved, this tragic case never
wrong man as father. She and the would have happened."
real father, Dan Schmidt, filed in
Mary Beth Scader, vice presiIowa courts to regain custody of
dent of the National Council for
Jessica. 'They married in 1992.
The case bumped from one ,Adoption, sees a different probcourt to another in Iowa and then lem: too many rights and not
in Michigan. All but one judge, a enough responsibilities for unwed
circuit judge in Michigan, ruled fathers.
in favor of the Schm'ults, but the
'There is a difference between
DeBoers kept Jessica as they cona
husband and 3 one-night
tinued their appeals.
Last week. U.S Supreme Court stand," Scader said. She supports
justices refused to delay JCSSICL1•5 "putative father registries," now
used in a handful of states,
return.
"I think this case highlights whereby an unwed man who suswhat happens when adoptions are pects he is a father can register
with the courts. If he isn't regisdone independently, particularly
by attorneys," said Joyce John- tered, he has no parental rights.
son, spokeswoman for the Child
Registering is part,of a man's
Welfare League of America. An
responsibility to show he will he
attorney's loyalty is to his clients. a
responsible parent, Seader said,
the prospective adoptive parents,
she said.
and it helps eliminate adoptive
The attorney is not necessari- parents' fears that a father who
ly looking out for the rights of can't he found during pregnancy'
the child or doing counseling for will pop up later

Clinton's national service plan
may be approved this week
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Car insurance discounts:
Multi-car, sate driver, good student. anti -lock brakes,
passive restraints, driver training. 48-plus.

Homeowners:

go Heartland's Country Charm go

You may qualify for a premium reduction on your
Homeowners insurance if you have a new home.
approved burglar alarm, fire or smoke alarm. deaclbolt
locks, fire extinguishers.

404 S. 12th • Murray (next to the Edge) 753-5242
"Hours: Mon.-711. 10-641 Sat. 10-2

Boatowners:
Discounts are available for approved safety courses,
built-in fire extinguishers. diesel power. claims free
.
experience. companion policies.'

Life:
Qualify for a reduction on your lift and disability
income insurane premium if you have been a
non-tobacco user for the past 12 months

"TAKE ME TO THE LEADER,"
SAID THE AUEN BEING...

"The administration is cornfortable with either (the House or
Senate) approach at this point,"
said Eli Segal, who directs Clinton's national service office.

(So the Farmer Brought Him
to Our Place!)

"The differences between the
bills are really quite small," he
said, adding that both were
"essentially identical" to Clinton's plan, though he originally
wanted a far more ambitious 59.5
billion, 5-year program.

Charlie

Aclarns

Ask us for details on qualification on these ways
to save money on your insurance premiums.

1:1:arrrianst

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at WhIlnall

SHELTER
INSURAN( E

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed In KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St. - Murray

753-41 75

We'll always be there for you.
Shelter Insurance Cos ri,,ine Office
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Casino gambling needs long look

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
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White House hard
sell on in pursuit
of one Senate vote
By TOM RAUM
Associatsd Press News Anadysle

WASHINGTON (AP) — Usually presidents can count on using the
persuasive powers of the Oval Office to round up a vote or two in
Congress when the chips are down and the stakes are high. Now it's
President Clinton's turn to put on the hard sell.
Clinton faces the most difficult test of his presidency in the days
ahead as he struggles to line up a winning margin for his deficitcutting plan.
So far, it's an open question whether the full-court press Clinton
has given his budget package — including Tuesday night's Oval
Office address — has swayed even a single vote in the Senate.
And that's exactly what it could all boil down to: one vote.
"We cannot afford not to act," Clinton told the nation Tuesday
night in a televised address. "I need your help.'
iVhatever the impact on the economy, Clinton's struggling presidency surely can't afford a loss on this one, the centerpiece..of his
first-year domestic agenda.
Earlier versions of the budget plan passed the House by a scant six
votes and the Senate by one — the tic-breaking vote cast by Vice
President Al Gore. Since then, one Democrat who voted for the plan
the first time — David Boren of Oklahoma — has said he'll vote
Against the compromise version.
Thus, assuming no further Democratic defections or Republican
converts, Clinton needs a single vote to offset the Boren switch and
pass the bill in the Senate.
But that single vote is proving oh so hard to come by.
Gone are the days when a Lyndon Johnson, trading on his formidable skills as a former Senate majority leader, could pressure and
cajole Democrats into line. In those days, he could deal with a few
barons in Congress, having his way by threatening to revoke support
for tax breaks or by killing off dam projects.
Democrats are much more independent-minded these days;
neither Democratic president to serve since Johnson — Jimmy Carter
in the late 1970s or Clinton now — had the kind of election mandate
that Johnson brought off his 1964 landslide over Republican Barry
Gold&'aier.
"I think it's not a matter of skills for Clinton. It's a matter of tools
that he has to use. He had 43 percent of the vote, ran behind every
member of the House and the Senate. He has negative coattails," said
James Thurber, a political scientist at American University.
That said, Thurber added jokingly: "Clinton really needed an
address to DeConcini last night rather than to the nation."
Of all the Democrats being courted by the White House, none is
being pressed harder than Sen. Dennis DeConcini, the Arizona Democrat who voted "no" last time but is now uncommitted. He is generally viewed as the best hope for winning a vote.
And some congressional sources have suggested he's about to come
aboard the Clinton bandwagon.
Clinton went so far in courting DeConcini as to praise him by name
in his televised address for sponsoring an amendment that never got
added to the budget bill — giiarenteeing that savinp from new tax
increases would be used only to lower the deficit.
The president said he would sign an executive order today decreeing such earmarking. Republicans jeered it as a gimmick. But White
House communications director Mark Gcaran confided: "We'll take
every vote we can get."
Also being heavily conned: Democratic Sens. Sam Nunn of Georgia
and Richard Bryan of Nevada.
Seldom before has a margin of victory for a president come down
to finding just one vote. And seldom before has presidential jawboning and preaching from the bully pulpit that is the White House shown
so little visible result in terms of rallying troops.
That one senator Could jeopardize the president's entire program
showed just how tenuous support for the plan was.
Sen. Herb Kohl, D-Wis., found that out when he threatened to withhold his support for any plan that raised gas taxes by more than 4.3
cents a gallon. Clinton quickly caved in. And that 4.3 cent gas hike —
just a fraction of the energy Lax Clinton once advocated — is now
enshrined in the final plan.
Even a freshman can find himself in a position of considerable bargaining power. Thus, Sen. Russell Feingold. D-Wis., won his effort to
get written into the bill a ban on growth hormones for cows — by
threatening to withhold his overall suppon.
Of course, the votes are not yet in. And Clinton may yet be able to
use the leverage of the presidency to his advantage. "Well, wait —
watch and see, set if we win," Clinton taunted reporters on Tuesday.
"The president has awesome power and he's got the advantage,"
said Sen. Richard Shelby, D-Ala.
Unfortunately .for Clinton, that power isn't going to help him with
Shelby — one of the -Senate Democratic defectors. "This tax bill is a
big one, and I'm going to vote against it," Shelby told CNN on
Tuesday.

It's a flood that's closing a
nng around the Commonwealth
of Kentucky, and it has nothing
to do with the Mississippi.
Indiana's recent decision to
adopt riverboat gambling along
the Ohio River has brought the
gambling issue back to the forefront in Kentucky.
Kentucky Gov. Brcrcton Jones
has said that if casino gambling
comes to Kentucky, that the
state's horse racing industry must
be involved. He's suggested that
the state's racetracks be the site
of the casinos.
Already, gamblers are betting
on what will happen when the
General Assembly moves on the
issue, whenever that may be.
Players International, which owns
a nvcrboat casino in Metropolis,
III., put up over S5 million to
purchase Bluegrass Downs recently, with hopes that the Paducah
track will be open to on-shore
casino gambling.
There's more movement than a
roulette wheel right now on casino gambling in this state. But
while the wheels are turning, a
look in the foreground gives an
indication of what casino gam-

bling in Kentucky could bring.
Consider what is happening at
the Kentucky Lottery.
The lottery, we were told when
it passed in 1988, was going to
put millions of dollars into the
state's educational coffers. Even
35 we here in a university town
are bracing for sshat could be a
six percent funding cut in higher
education, the news from a
release of a report by state auditor Ben Chandler about what has
been going in the last five years
in the lottery was extremely
disappointing.
Among other things. the audit
revealed:
•The lottery allows retailers to
hold onto sales receipts for
extended periods of time —
which means the state loses
money in interest. S20 million

last year. The retailers owe the
state S37 million.
"Because of that, the lottery had
to borrow SIO million, at commercial rates, to hit its target of
transferring $100 million. That
represented less than 21 percent
of its total sales.
'Lottery executives were paid a
total of $500,000 in bonuses — the
same day they had to borrow $IO
million.
•The lottery purchased a computer and fax machine for board
chairman Al Brown, paid over
S12,000 in expenses for president
Brian Potter, and bought a brand
new Ford Crown Victoria for
vice president Larry Sipes, for
almost 59,0()0 more than it could
have been bought under a state
contract. In general, documenta-

tion for employee expenses was
poor.
*The lottery fell behind in buying
annuities to cover jackpot prizes,
costing an extra S284,000 last
year.
*Companies were awarded business without contracts or bids,
possibly wasting millions.
Obviously, the lottery has been
mismanaged, and not been a boon
to the slate that it was designed
to be.
Kentucky needs to take a long,
hard look before getting into a
brave new world of casino gambling. And while casino gambling
has been profitable in some areas,
the long-term effects of casino
gambling on states hasn't really
been determined.
And before the state looks at
casino gambling, it needs to make
sure that the lottery is being run
effectively.
After losing as much money as
the state has on the lottery, it
needs to make sure that casino
gambling is the right bet.
And it shouldn't be going
down that road because everyone
else is.
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MURRAY TODAY
Members of Support Group for Blind attend camp
JO'S DATEBOOK

k

By JOHN GLISSON
Support tor 1114nd Group Proddmit

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
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Sunday will be a special day for Mrs. Lois Black of Hardin. She
will be the guest of honor at a reception in celebration of her 90th
birthday, given by her children and grandchildren, on Sunday. Aug. 8.
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Senior Citizens building at Hardin. Mrs. Black,
the widow of Kello Black, will be 90 on Aug. 12. She still maintains
her home and continues to enjoy crocheting, reading, television, and
visiting with family and friends. She has one daughter, Mrs. Betty
Smith and husband, Bob, of Paducah: one son, Dan Black and wife.
Linda, of Hardin: four grandchildren. Grant Black and wife, Patsy,
and Dana Evans and husband, John, all of Hardin, Lou Ann Smith of
Warchester, Pa.. and Roger Smith of Rcidland; and four greatgrandchildren. All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family requests that guests bring cards for Mrs. Black, but that gifts be
omitted.
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KY #469 of TOPS will meet

The Murray Chapter KY 1469 of TOPS will meet Thursday, Aug 5, in
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45
p.m. with the meeting to begin at 7 p m This week's speaker will be Larry
Davis. All visitors are invited to attend. TOPS is a non-profit organization
dedicated to those interested in weight loss.
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Almo-Dexter meeting on Monday
Almo-Dexter Fire District will meet Monday, Aug 9, at 7 p.m at Temple
Hill United Methodist Church. Nominations will be made for two vacancies
on the board. All members and interested persons are invited to attend
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LBL Homecoming on Sunday
Former resident of TVA's Land Between The Lakes (LBL), their relatives
and friends will gather for the 22nd annual Between The Rivers Homecoming on Sunday, Aug. 8, from 9 a m. to 5 p m at the Fenton Special Events
Area east of Eggner's Ferry Bridge on U.S. Highway 68. The day of picnicking and reminiscing brings together families who were required to move
when President John F. Kennedy authorized the development of LBL in
1963. For more information contact Dolly Gillahan or TVA's LBL at
1-924-1245.

Calling Championship on Saturday
The 1993 Kentucky State Duck and Goose Calling Championship and the
1993 Bayou De Chien Regional Duck Calling Contest will be Saturday, Aug.
7, at 1 p.m. at City Park at Hickman. Entry fee will be 25 cents per caller, $5
for Junior Division, and $30 per Pit Goose Calling Team. For more information contact Charlie McKenney, First District D.U. Chairman at 753-8964.

Goshen revival starts Sunday
Goshen United Methodist Church at Stella will have revival services starting Sunday. Aug. 8, and continuing through Wednesday. Aug. 11. The Rev.
Steven Cavitt of Tiptonville. Tenn , son of Mr. and Mrs. John Cavitt of Murray, will be the speakw for services at 11 am and 7 p.m_ Sunday and at 7
p.m., Monday through Wednesday. The pastor, the Rev. Bob Dotson, invites
the public to attend.

Civitans will meet Thursday
The Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, Aug. 5. at noon at Homeplace Family Restaurant. The guest speaker will be Rick Harris of the Murray Police Department who will give an update on the local 911 program.
Civitan Governor Rowena Emerson will report on Dynan Club officers training to be held on Saturday, Aug. 14, at Bardstown.

Pet Therapy Trip on Thursday
The Humane Society will sponsor a Pet Therapy Trip on Thursday, Aug.
5. The group will meet at 245 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All
pet therapists, PAWS members and newcomers interested in Pet Therapy
are encouraged to attend.

Pool and Pizza Party at Oaks
A Pool and Pizza Party for members, ages 13 and under, will be Thursday, Aug. 5, from 4 to 6 p.m. at Oaks Country Club. The cost will be $1 per
person. For more information call Susan Fisher. 753-5063, Jackie Abbott,
753-2585, or Linda Pate, 753-1076.

Wadkins Reunion planned Sunday
Wadkins Family Reunion will be Sunday, Aug. 8, in the Community Room
of North Branch of Peoples Bank. A potluck meal will be served about 12:30
p.m. All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

The Knights of Columbus,
facilitated by representatives Tom
Dowdy and Donald Burke of
Murray, generously provided total transportation to and from
Indian Creek Camp on the shores
of Center Hill Lake in Tennessee
for "happy campers" of the Support Group for the Blind.
The coordinating endeavor for
the individuals with visual disabilities to attend the summer
camp for the blind, June 20-27,
which is sponsored annually by
the Christian Record Services,
resulted in a regional effort by
the Knights of Columbus, the
Support Group for the Blind of
Murray, and Christian Record
Services representative Anita
McDowell working together to
bring persons with visual loss
from Henderson, Marion and
Paducah to join with members of
the local Support Group for the
Blind to attend the camp.
This is to extend a very special

Pictured are members of the local Support Group for the Blind
and their assistants who attended camp at Indian Creek ('amp on
the shores of Center Hill Lake in Tennessee.
"thank you" to the Knights of
here in western Kentucky such as
Columbus especially. without
the Bank of Murray, along with
the above mentioned, resulted in
whom safe and comfortable
this particular group of campers
travel to and from camp would
with visual problems meeting the
have been extremely burdensome
challenges presented by swimto these campers.
ming, canoeing, skiing, tubing,
People working with people
horseback riding, archery. hiking,

and other activities which stimulate an indivudual's aspirations.
The members of the Support
Group for the Blind in Murray
returned just in time to host a
booth during Freedom Fest '93.
Here again, assistance from local
businessmen such as Blalock Coleman Funeral Home, Roper's
Donut Shop, Coleman Realty,
and Ross Insurance as well as
far-reaching contributions of toys
for prim from the Bluegrass
Technology Center of Lexington
filled in the gaps often presented
by visual disability.
A little help goes a long way!
A special debt of gratitude is
owed the Murray/Calloway
County community which has
openly and warmly welcomed the
inclusion of the members of the
Support Group for the Blind into
its activities and affairs.
For more information concerning the group's purpose and
activities, contact John Glisson at
753;1161, Danny Perry at
753-0911, or Glenda Carroll at
753-7694.
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Host families
being sought
American Host families arc
being sought for high school students from Western and Eastern
Europe. Asia, South America and
Australia for the 1993-94 school
year in a program sponsored by
the American Intercultural Student Exchange (AISE).
These exceptional stugents,
ages 15 through 18, will arrive-in
the United States in August,
attend a local high school, and
return to their home countries in
June of 1994.
The students, all fluent in
English, have been carefully
screened by the local representatives in their home countries, and
have their own medical insurance
and spending money.
Host families participating in PILOT SPEAKS — Kids Company's First Grade celebrated
this program may deduct S50 per Transportation Week by ins iting And %leyers, a local pilot, to
month for income tax purposes. come and talk to them about flying. All first graders got to try out
For a free brochure call his head phones and microphones.
1-800-SIBLING.
AISE is a non-profit tax
exempt organization dedicated to
fostering international
GAMBIER, Ohio — Allison
Sickel. a psychology major,
understanding.
recently completed her junior
D. Swim', daughter of Louise
Anderson of 101 South Eighth
year at Kenyon, a private liberalSt., Murray, and James Sickel of arts college in central ()tuo.
To be eligible for Merit List
1708 Olive, Murray, has been
named to the Merit List at • recognition: a student must earn a
Kenyon College for the 1992-93 grade-point average of at least
3.25 on a 4-point grading scale.
academic year.

Recycled Newsprint.

Summer Clearance
NOV IN PROGRESS

60% OFF

line Ladies Apparel

Sickel named at Kenyon College

•
Petite.s
•
Antiqut.s
Net' o :re Lear-To • So For, TN

Open Fri. til 8
Mon.-Sat. 10-6

Russell's Chapel plans revival

Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church will have revival services starting Sunday. Aug. 8, and continuing through Wednesday, Aug. 11. The Rev.
Paul McAdoo will be the speaker for services at 7 p.m. nightly. Special music will be at each service. The pastor, the Rev. Calvin Clark, invites the public to attend.

rtg

MHS Class of 1983 plans reunion

Murray High School Class of 1983 will have its 10-year reunion activities
on Aug. 6 and 7. A cookout will be from 1 p.m. to 11 p.m. at Lakeview Pavilion at Kenlake State Park on Friday, Aug. 6. A dance will be from 6 p.m. to
midnight at Murray Country Club on Saturday, Aug. 7. Reservations are
needed by calling John Purdom, 753-5315.

same. His
troubles in
:nowledgeige hasn't

Aug. 7
Ed Downs Cemeteryof meeting
the Ed Downs Cemetery near the

The annual meeting and cleaning
Buffalo Range in the Land Between the Lakes will be Saturday, Aug. 7. Permeal will be
sons are asked to bring tools to help with cleaning. A potluck
call
served at the Buffalo Range at Model, Tenn. For more information
436-5456.

at Ameriany claims
he said in
ast wonder
I and if the
sed to pay

Murray High Class of 1978 plans event

Murray High School Class of 1978 will have its 15-year reunion on Saturday, Aug. 14, at 7 p.m. at Murray Country Club. A group picture will be
made at 7:15 p.m. Persons can pay at the door. For more information call
Cindy Vance, 753-1658, or DeAnn Barnett, 759-9262.
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Bridal
Registry
Beverly I itchfield & Kenny Roth
Robin Westerman & Chad I. Young
Cindy Varner & Tim Rhodes
Amy Bryan & Derrick Watson
Tara Lamb

Cre are two

-

Brad Hale

Claire Bell is Santiago Nunes
& Raybo Dunn

FIRST BIRTHDAY — Jessica
Elizabeth Rudolph turned one
year old on July 13. She is the
daughter of Jason and Deborah
Rudolph; the granddaughter of
Joe and Carolyn Hargrove and
Glenn and Randee Rudolph;
and the great-granddaughter of
J.D. and Nell Waldrop and
Boverda and Charles Rudolph.
She had several birthday parties with all of her family.

Leigh Anne Funr & Dal Barrett
Heather Newsome & Billy Adams
Viclue Patterson fa Shane Otuin
Jennifer Rushing Is Glen Harris
Mignon Reed & Timothy Pitbnan
Kendra Thurmond k Thomas Peecarpoo
Beth Uelsmann & Bill Onuska
LIM Williams & Orlando Valdes
Amy Wanneoluoldor Is Tim Dowell
Amy Waldrop & Brad Manse
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Come join us for refreshments (OLEI)
and fun (OLEI)
Along with many beautiful new tall lines will be a new
addition to cits fashion family beautiful silk knit sweaters
from Belford. David Eagle will be hosting a Belford trunk
show from 10 to 5 on August 5th Fashion conscious
ladies the world over ore familiar with the importance
of that simple licht•.weight knering sweater that adds
life to a treasured older suit, riort or slacks.
Watch your paper for many Other fashion adventures
happening at MilfOrnOrph0111 INS Vol
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Baby boy born
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Schwinn,
1918 Berlinger, Waco, Texas, are
the parents of a son. Adam
Samuel Han Schwinn, born Tuesday. Aug. 3. at Hillcrest Hospital,
Waco.
-the baby weighed eight
pounds five ounces and measured
20% inches. They have a daughter, Ashley. 5. The mother is the
former Debbie Landon.
Grandparents are Lochie Han
and Gene Landoll of Murray.
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Jackson boy born

Bel-Air Shopping Center,

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Akan Jackson of Kingwood, Texas, arc the
parents of a son, Daniel Joseph
Jackson, born on Thursday, July
8. The baby weighed seven
pounds nine ounces and measured
20 inches.
Grandparents are Mrs. Rubye
Jackson of Murray and the late
Joe Rex Jackson.

inth 12th Street. Murray
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Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday. July 30, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Boyd baby girt, parents. Twin and
James, Rt 1, Box 323. Sodala
Waddell baby boy, mother, Teresa
HorrnIgton. 303 East Eight St.,

PEPSI
COLA

Banton.
Mrs. Hyunsun Cheong and baby
boy, 102 College Cts.. Murray: Mrs.
Pamela Gayle Freeman and baby boy,
P.O. Box 656, Calvert City;
Mrs. Ruth P Young, 1600 Wiswell
Rd.. Murray; Miss Julie Lee Morrison
and baby girt 727 Nash Dr., Murray;
Mrs Sharon Lynn Wilson and baby
girl. Rt 1, Box 147, Hazel; James C.
Westbrook. P 0 Box 616. Dover,
Tenn .
Mrs. Joye N Rowland, RI 2. Box
24A, Murray; Mrs. Genella Nesbitt. At
1. Box 184. Hazel: Charles B Fennel.
Rt 1, Hardin,
Mrs Violet T. Lenciti, Rt. 6. Box
262 Murray. Mrs Bertha A. Emerson,
1409 Michelle Dr. Murray:
Mrs Reba Alice Clayton. 422 South
Eighth St Murray: Donnie Harold
Chilcutt, 108 North Seventh St
Murray
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Newborn admission
Huyghue baby gut mother. Enca
P 0 Box 545, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs Melody Erwin, RI. 1, Box 17,
Kirksey. Mrs. Julie Moody, Rt. 8, Box
950, Murray, Ms. Marie Betts, 624
Broad. Murray,
Mrs. Trinette Bacon and baby girl,
325 Church St. Cerulean; Miss Wenona F. Tucker and baby boy Blanton,
1303 Chestnut St., Murray;
Mrs. Audrey Louise Charbak, RI 5,
box 685, Murray: William R. Furches,
604 Poplar St. Murray; Terry L. Haddock. 1800A Ridgewood. Murray.
Orvis Hendrick. RI 5. Box 209. Murray, Miss Debra K. Lee, 500 Brand.
Mayfield, Miss Janice Littleton, 414
Harrison Ln Apt, Paris, Tenn,
Willie J. Lofton, Rt. 3, Box 259B
Murray. Robert J Lynn. Rt 5. Box
168A. Benton. Robert T. McCuan. Rt
1, Box 55, Farmington.
Mrs, Elizabeth H Marshall, P.O.
Box 146. Hazel, JO Rogers, 1639
Farmer Ave. Murray: Mrs Mary E
Sykes. P 0 Box 822, Murray:
Wendell G Watkins. Rt 1, Box 194,
Puryear, Tenn, Mrs Alba Ethel Williams. Southside Manor Apts. Murray
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One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
July 31, have been released as
follows:
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One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
Aug. 1, have been released as
follows:
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Newborn admission
Beeler baby girl, parents. Anita and
Christopher. RI 1. Box 216A,
Gilbertsville

RACU

CHARLES REG. $1.39

Dismissals
Mrs Nancy T. Schroacfer, Rt. 1, Box
274. Alm; Moss Amanda J Cornwall.
Rt I, Box 442, Benton;
William Adam Clayton Jr., 1506 Hermitage P Murray. Edison Burkeen
Rt I. Box 374, Hardin, Hugh E Mann
1515 Dudley, Murray.
Mrs Tamara Sue Cole. 507 Meadow Lana, Murray. M Ed Owens.
Hamlin, Ms Kathleen Phillips, 1534
Oxford Dr. Murray
Johnnie L Robinson, 711 Goodman, Murray. Miss Amanda B Shelton. 206 Garden. Mayficild

Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, Aug. 2. have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs LINA Hayden and baby boy,
800 Olive Benton Mrs Beatrice la
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GREEN ONIONS

Captain Crunch Cereal

91111
On 15 Oz. Apple

Hot August
Blues will
be Aug. 29
The August air will be hot with
the sounds of Blues Music on
Sunday. Aug. 29. at the Fourth
Annual Hot August Blues and
B-Q Festival at Kenlake
State Resort Park Amphitheatre.
Music will begin at 1 p.m. Bat
B-Q and other concessions will
be sold.
Anson Funderburgh and the
Rockets will headline the afternoon full of snarling guitar and
Texas style Blues.
"The Rockets" were chosen
Best Blues Band at the 1992
W.C. Handy Awards. Their
award winning releases include:
"My Love is Here to Say,"
"Sins." and "Tell Me What You
Want to Hear." Anson has recently recorded with Huey Lewis
and the News and is the featured
guitarist on their upcoming album
release.
Other acts scheduled to appear
at the festival include The
Unknown Blues Band. A.C. Reed
and Band, Honey Boy Edwards,
and the Metropolitan Blues
Allstars.
Advance tickets arc $10 or at
the gate $12. All proceeds from
the event will go to MurrayCalloway County Need Line and
Marshall County Need Line.
For additional information or
to purchase tickets call
1-800-325-0143 or Kenlake State
Park at 474-2211.
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County Hospital/at Pauly Wiggly.
Murray/8 30- 11 -30 am. and 12:30-3 p.m.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 pm.
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer meeting and Young Peoples' Class/6:30 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church service/7.10
13-"I
Dexter Baptist Church Bible Study/6:30
p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Busmen meeting/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Yoili and Mission Groups/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 pm.
First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Prayer Group/I0 am
Finance Committee/6 pm.; Administrative Board/7 p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m /Gleridale Road
Church of - Christ.
Unitersity Church of Christ events
include Bible classes/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Reunion Group/7 a.m. and Evangelism
Committeelnoun.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Business meeting/7 p.m and Weekly
Workers' meeting/8 p.m
First Baptist Church events include
Ladies' Bible Study/I0 a.m.; Ltbrary
open/6:I5 p.m.; Klaymata/6.30
Prayer meeting. Children's Super Summer
Studies/6:45 p.m ; Sanctuary Choir/7:45
p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
830 am -4:15 p.m,
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4.30 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible Study/7
p.m.
Christian and Missiossary Alliance Bible
• Church Study/7 p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 5
Calloway County School Board of Education meeting/7 p.m./board office.
Calloway County Middle School SiteBased Decision Making Council/7
p.m./office or library.
Pet Therapy Trip by _Humane
Society/2:45 p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Pool and Pizza Party for members, ages
13 and underJ4 p.m./Oaks Country Club.
Pool Party for members. sixth grade and
up/6 p.m./Murray Country Club.
Pint 62fl of Veterans of Foreign Wars
and Auxiliary/7 p.m./National Guard
Armory.
Line Damdas at Keniake State Park
Hotel//-10 p.m.
St. Leo's Calholk Church events include
Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at BOO North
20th St. Info/loan, 759-1345, or Richard,
759.9994TOPS mlie meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
a.m.-4 p.m/foe
Weeks Center/open
senior citizens' activities.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Similes Friendship ed Paris. Tema./7:30
pm./Farm Bureau Building. Pans. Info/
Kenneth Broach, 753•3310.
AA and Al•Anien closed meetings/8
p.m./Stnior Citizens Center. Benton.
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Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/t2 noon/Semis
Sias Restaurant.
Murray Civil'. eleb/nourifliontepiace
Family Rest/maw
Young la Hearts Class/10.30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ
It. La's Catbdk Ours* events include
Leeson at Mae7/9.45
Wredier Weil Keeled, MaoroollOapla
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SPORTS
Caught
Coleman faces felony charge in firecracker incident

I

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Prosecutqrs decided to level a felony
charge against New York Mets
outfielder Vince Coleman
because of the explosive power
of a large firecracker he tossed
outside Dodger Stadium.
Coleman on Tuesday was
--efiarged with unlawful possession
of an explosive device, a felony
carrying a maximum penalty of
three years in state prison. He is
expected to surrender next week.

'Three people were injured July
24 when the explosive was
thrown from a jeep as autographseekers waited outside the players' parking lot after a game.
Arson investigators said Coleman threw something similar to
an M-100 — an explosive equivalent to a quarter-stick of dynamite and packed with between
200. and 300 grains of gunpowder. A normal firecracker contains just a few grains of explo-

Hough floats
Marlins past
Cardinals
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DAM RANEY•tedgfer I Tows pholo
Murray High line coach Andy Corbin looks over some prospects during a Tiger practice Tuesday evening. High school football teams
are preparing for sesaon openers on Aug. 27. Murray will face local rival Calloway County in the season opener.

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Rockies bullpen can't hold lead
By The Associated Press
The team with the most losses
in baseball took its toughest loss
of the season.
The Colorado Rockies were in
position to snap their franchise.
record eight-game losing streak
against the Cincinnati Reds on
Tuesday night, only to have the
bullpen let a rare victory get
away.
Dante Bichette's two-run, twoout homer in the ninth off Rob
Dibble gave the Rockies a 4-3
lead. It was short-lived, however,

as the Reds tied it in the bottom
of the ninth and then won it 5-4
without a hit in the 10th.
"This is probably the toughest
of the year," Bichcttc said. "I
don't think I've seen this team
this down this year. It was like
we'd changed our luck there for a
minute. We can't seem to catch a
break."
The loss was the expansion
Rockies' ninth in a row. They are
3-16 since the All-Star break and,
at 36-70, have the worst record in
the major leagues.
Bichctte's homer, his 16th, was

just the third allowed by Dibble
this season.
"That was a good feeling,"
Bichcttc said. "That was definitely a pick-me-up. We've been
through some tough times, and it
looked like our luck had
changed."
With Dibble coming on with a
3-2 lead it looked like a wrap for
the Reds, but he blew his fifth
save in 20 opportunities.
'
Then, in the bottom of the
ninth, pinch-hitter Jack Daugherty doubled off Darren Holmes
and Hal Morris singled off Gary

The deciding 10th was ugly
even by Rockie bullpen
standards.
Curtis Lcskanic (1-5) walked
Jacob Brumfield on four pitches
to open the inning. After a sacrifice, he intentionally walked
Reggie Sanders. A wild pitch
moved the runners along and
dropped him behind Joe Oliver
2-0. The next pitch was a deep
fly ball to right to score
Brumfield.

Rickey making difference for Jays
By The Associated Press
After Toronto acquired Rickey
Henderson on Saturday night, the

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

New York Yankees insisted they
could still win the AL East. They
better- start winning ball games
before they worry about division
titles.
With Henderson making his
debut, the Blue Jays defeated
New York 8-6 Tuesday night at
Yankee Stadium, stretching their
lead to three games over the
Yankees and the Boston Red Sox.
In winning the second of the
four-game set, Toronto has won
four straight while the Yankees
have lost their last three.
"We've beaten those guys. We
feel we're as good as they are.".
Yankees manager Buck Showal-

ter said.
With two outs and two on in
the ninth, Danny Tartabull
doubled off the left-center field
wall. Just 'few feet higher and
the Yankees would have tied the
game.
Instead, Al Leiter got the next
batter, Paul O'Neill, to ground
out and end the game.
Henderson sparked his new
team with his bat, arm and legs.
He wcnt 1-for-4 with two walks
and scored twice. He threw out a
runner from left field to cut short
what could've been a big inning
for the Yankees and later hustled
on the bases to keep a key inning
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Magic Johnson is that rare
commodity in sports today: a
celebrity who likes to talk as
much as he likes to be talked
about. But the candor that used
to be one of his most appealing
qualities is becoming one of his
more annoying. •
Every time Johnson breaks a
sweat in a game where at least
one other person is keeping
score and a few others are looking on, the question of his
return to pro basketball comes
up. Considering the way Mag-

Columnist

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

SA

"He is very stressed by the
situation," Shapiro said. "He
hasn't been able to sleep and be
is very, very concerned for those
who have been hurt and for
himself."
Fire trattaliein chief Dean
Cathey said his, department carried out the investigation and
talked to about 24 witnesses.
Each year. Cathey said, his

JIM
LITKE

D W Auto Glass Sho

*2,1.4

"I take full responsibility for a
very childish act for which I am
suffering greatly. It was never my
intent to hurt anyone. My main
concern is for those injured."
Coleman said in a statement
released by attorney Ron Shapiro.
In Montreal on Tuesday night,
Coleman left the team. Gerry
Hunsicer. the Mcts vice president
of baseball operations, said Coleman would not be back until next
week.

A WATCHFUL EYE

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Charlie
and Aaron Hough make quite a
father and son team.
Aftcr beating the St. Louis
Cardinals Tuesday night, they
planned to play golf togetherand
leave the Florida Marlins pitching
chores to somebody else for the
next four or five days.
Charlie Hough, 45, had his
knuckleball dancing while his
15-year-old son Aaron watched
as the Marlins beat the Cardinals ,1•
1-0 Tuesday night. Hough (6-I1)
allowed six hits in eight innings
and *Bryan Harvey pitched a
1-2-3 ninth for his 32nd save.
Benito Santiago provided the
only scoring with a second-inning
home run off Donovan Osborne
()-5), his ninth of the year. •
The Hough combination is special because Charlie is 5-0 with a
1.70 ERA with his son in the
stands. Charlie is 1-11 with a
4.75 ERA when his son is not
around.
"Maybe I bug him," Aaron
Hough offered as an explanation
for his father's performance in
.his presence.
"Hc's a pest," countered
Charlie, jokingly.
Aaron held a camcorder and
videotaped reporters interviewing
his dad in the Marlins' clubhouse
aftcr the uiumph over St. Louis.
.
1
• *Get me a Coke with crushed
lee," said the father. "Get a
complete same," shot back the
son, all en good humor.
"It's tough leaving your family in baseball, but it's good having him (Aaron) here with me,"
Charlie' said. Aaron is accompanying the Marlins on their current 10-game trip.
Hough felt that his knucklcr
would be tough when . he was
warming up.
",1 had good command in the
bullpen and usually I get no clue
how I'm going to be," he said.
"This time, I felt solid,
command-wise."
The key to Hough's knuckler,
in addition to its movement, is in
its change of speeds.
"I've got as big a gap in my
pitches as a regular four-pitch
pitcher," Hough said.
Hough said he'd like to pitch
one more season "if I'm healthy
and nothing's broken."
"This year, my arm has felt
better than at any time during the
last 2.V) -3 years," he said. "Beyond next year, I don't think so."
Osborne had to leave the game
in the sixth when he was struck
on the side of his left knee by a
one-hop smash hit by Orestes
Destrade. Preliminary X-rays
were negative.

,
f.,

sive powder.
Bill Hodgman, the district
attorney's central operations
director, said prosecutors chose
to file a felony charge rather than
a misdemeanor because of the
strength of the explosive and the
injuries.
An auorney for Coleman, 31,
said the player doe,s not wish to
contest the charge and wants to
reach a financial settlement with
the injured parties.
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alive for the A's.
"That's the way Rickey Henderson plays," he said. "I think I
play the whole game — defense,
offense, running the bases, playing the field.
"It's great to be in spotlight.
It's a challenge. and I always like
challenges. The first couple of
innings, I was a little nervous.
But I got over it."
Devon White, moved down a
spot from the leadoff slot to make
room for Henderson, singled
home the go-ahead ran in the
eighth inning as Toronto won its
fourth in a row and ninth in 10
games.

ic's leave-taking has gone so
far — very noble, very public
retirement; very messy, very
public re-retirement — just asking is bad enough. But he compounds the problem with nondenial denials like these:
"I didn't say I was coming
back, I just said the door was
open."
"I would come back for a 1
half-season, but I don't want to
play a whole season."
"It will upset-what the Lakers want to do with youth.
(General manager) Jerry West
has his hands full and I'll leave
it to him to make the decision."
Magic said all this Sunday
after — what else? — scoring
the game-winning basket in his
annual charity game, "A MidSummer Night's Magic," to
benefit the United Negro College Fund.
-, Playing alongside Michael
Jordan, Alonzo Mourning and
Dominique Wilkins, he more
than held his own, scoring 10
points and handing out 13
assists in 28 minutes. And so it
becomes easy to imagine Magic, ever the competitor, taking
inventory in that moment before
someone stuck a microphone in
his face — skills, undiminished.
,
health, good as ever, adrenaline, way up — and thinking
out loud, "Why not?"
As it turned out, he had to
answer "why not" several
times over the next two days. In
follow-up interviews, Magic
conceded that being a husband,
a father and something of a crusader trying to inform people
about the HIV virus were plenty
enough other things to do.
Still, there must be some part
of "no" that Magic does not
understand. Even while backpedaling through it, Johnson
would not — as he likes to say
— close the door behind him.
"And he won't," Lon Rosen,
his longtime agent, tried to
explain Tuesday while standing
in for his client. "He's never
going to tell everybody that
he's not going to play.
"I'll grant . you, it's confusing. But he talks like that all the
time. The truth is he'd love to
play, and if circumstances were
different, he'd come back in a
minute.
"He and Michael were joking around in the locker room
just Sunday — what would happen if the Bulls called him and
he could get out of his Lakers'
deal? And if the Ulcers asked."
Rosen said, "he would have to
consider it."
For the record, the Lakers
haven't. And he hasn't asked
them for anything, either. Not
yet. anyway.
"I think if he felt he really
wanted to come back, he would
come to us and there hasn't
been anything yet," West said.
"But Magic holds a very special
i place in ma hearts"
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NFL CAMP NOTES

Camp comings and goings continue

OVC FOOTBALL
-4

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP)- Morehead State University football coach Cole
Proctor underwent open-heart surgery Tuesday at Central Baptist Hosptal to relieve a recurring problem with coronary artery blockage Proctor.
48. who underwent an atheroectomy and an angioplasty in May in an
effort to relieve the blockage. experienced some minor cascomfoit dunng
a recent follow-up examination. the universay sad in a release. An
angsograrn performed Tuesday indicated that Waage existed, prompting doctors to perform the surgery, the university said. There was no indication that Proctor had suffered a heart Wadi or any heart damage. If
the surgery goes as expected. Proctor should be observing his team's
practices within two to three weeks and will probably be on the sidelines
whin Morehead State opens the season at Marshall on Sept. 4. the
school said. Assistant coach Kevin Carty will be acting head coach during Proctor's absence Proctor has compiled a 12-21 record in three seasons at Morehead State, his alma meter. After his first season in 1990.
Proctor shared the Ohio Valley Conference Coach of the Year after leading the Eagles to a 5-6 record. Proctor, a native of Meriden. Conn.. was
named the Eagles' head coach after three seasons as an assistant at
Utah. Proctor was also an assistant at Iowa State, San Diego State and
East Tennessee State.
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BASEBALL

ST. LOUIS (AP)- The St. Louis Cardinals have extended the contracts
year

of general manager Dal Maxvill and manager Joe Torre by one
through the 1995 season. Trams of the extensions announced Tuesday
weren't disclosed. The Cardinals have won two pennants. in 1985 and
1987, since Maxvill was named general manager in February 1985.

SCOREBOARD

By The Associated Press
Karl Mecklenburg is staying
away. Steve Emtman is coming
back. John Copeland isn't going
anywhere.
The defensive past, present and
future of the AFC were all on different tracks Tuesday approaching the coming season. .
Denver's Mecklenburg, a
defensive force throughout the
1980s, has developed an inner ear
problem that will keep him out of
the Broncos four exhibition
games. More damage could end
his career.
Indianapolis' Emtman, the
defensive tackle chosen first in
the 1992 NFL draft, begins his
return from a torn anterior cruelate ligament of his left knee. The
Colts open their exhibition season
• Saturday night against Seattle.
Cincinnati's Copeland, the
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department spends 5500.000 "to
discourage people from doing
what this person (Coleman) is
alleged to have done. This year
alone, we've had absolutely zero
fire loss and no injucies as a
result of the direct use of fireworks - until this."
Shapiro said he had relayed a
request by Coleman to speak to
each of the alleged victims, and
that in each case he was referred
to attorneys.
Coleman and teammate Bobby
Bonilla were in a Jeep driven by
Eric Davis of the Los Angeles
Dodgers when the incident happened. Hodgman said the district
attorney's office was not, pursuing charges against Davis or
-Bonilla.
The explosion injured Amanda
Santos, 2, who suffered seconddegree burns to her check and
damage to an eye and finger.
Marshall, Savoy, II, suffered a
bruised leg. Cindy Mayhew, 33.
of Covina was treated for an ear
injury.
Coleman sent an autographed
T-shirt to Mayhew, an autographed baseball to Santos and an
autographed bat to Savoy, Shap-
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iro said.
The Savoy family's attorney,
James McKiernan, praised the
district attorney for its "fortitude- in pursuing this matter.
"This felony couni suddenly
changes this from simply a firecracker incident to one involving
serious risk of harm to individu-•
als." he said.
McKiernan has said he will file
a lawsuit behalf of the boy, alleging intentional infliction of emotional harm.
Darrell York, the attorney for
the Santos girl, didn't return a
phone call Tuesday. York said
last week that Amanda's parents
plan to file a lawsuit.
Mayhew's attorney, Joe
Borges, said the filing "supports
our legal plans" that include a
possible liwsuit. He said his
client was undergoing therapy for
partial hearing loss and was too
frightened to speak to Coleman.
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Colts
Emtman was making a significant impact on Indianapolis'
defensive line when he was hurt
in the ninth game of his rookie
season. suffering a torn anterior
cruciate ligament of his left knee.
The Colts have brought Emtman along slowly at the team's
training camp in Anderson, Ind.
They've allowed him to miss

some workouts in an effort to get
him ready for the regular season.
"My knee is doing really
well," the defensive tackle from
the University of Washington
told Seattle reporters by telephone Tuesday. "The biggest
thing will be the mental part of it.
not worrying about- it."
Bengals
Cincinnati, as usual, is having
trouble reaching salary agreement
with its No. I draft choice. General manager Mike Brown said he
couldn't predict when the ECM
might sign Copeland, who starred
for national champion Alallkinu
last year

FROM PAGE 8
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not to play football again.
"This is my career, and it's
worth the risk to me. But ill plan
on taking the risk of playing football, I want to give myself all the
chances I can."
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defensive end picked fifth in the
1993 draft, has not yet signed
with the Bengals. The Bengals'
haven't had a No. 1 pick signed
and in camp on time since 1990,
with linebacker James Francis.
Broncos
Mecklenburg, a five-time Pro
Bowl selection, was hurt two
weeks ago when he was hit in the
helmet in practice. He complained of dizziness and nausea
before Denver sent him to an car
specialist Monday.
And though he risks permanent
hearing loss in his right car if he
continues to injure a membrane,
Mecklenburg expects to be in the
Broncos' lineup for their Sept. 5
opener against the New York
Jets.
"Thc doctor has said all along
that it's my decision what to do,"
he said. "I was told if I was a
high school player, she'd tell me
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Del Pino's

Spaghetti Vermecelli
16 oz. pkg.

151/a oz. Can

59'

1
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8 Oz
Partners N' Cream

Whipped Topping...59
12 Oz. Can

Crisp

Piper's Saltine

Crackers
16 oz. Box

8 Oz.
Morning Delight

49

Crescent Dinner Rolls$119

Hilltop Mills
Self-Rising

Satin Supreme

Flour

Bathroom
Tissue

5 Lb. Bag

4 Roll

69#

59'

Orange Juice
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Pizza

8 Oz.

16 Oz

Country Squire

Wylwood

Cream Cheese.

Frozen Peas

89

McMillin's

Ranch House

Fruit Pies

Beef Stew

Shoe String

4 Oz. Pkg.

24 oz. Can

French Fries

25
We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only, food stamps
and
manufacturer's
coupons. Savings up
to 40%on the food you
use the most — 100%
guaranteed!
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$1
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Prices Good
Wednesday. Aug. 4
Through
Tuesday. Aug. 10. 1993
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Joseph G. Hawkins

Jimmy Johnsonius
Jimmy Johnsonius, a Baptist
missionary serving in Argentina,
was killed in an automobile accident there about 9. 30 p.m.
Sunday.
His wife, the former Jan Smallwood, was also injured in the
accident and is hospitalized in
Argentina. They were commissioned as missionaries to Argentina in 1991 by Southern Baptist
Foreign Mission Board.
Details of the accident were
not learned, but it was reported to
be a head-on collision with a car
which was on the wrong side of
the road. The accident occurred
in a remote area, it was reported.
Rev. Johnsonius is the son of
Mrs. Melba Johnsonius of Pans.
Tenn., and the late Stark Johnsonius. Mrs. Johnsonius, onginally
from Ohio, worked as a reporter

for The Post-Intelligencer at Pans
after graduating with a degree in
journalism from Murray State
University.
The deceased served as minister of music at First Baptist
Church, Dyersburg, before his
MISSIOn appointment. He entered
the minister in 1980 and had a
degree in music from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary. He had previously served
churches in Kentucky. Texas and
Virginia.
Survivors include his wife; his
mother, two sisters, Mrs. Linda
Todd, Paris, and Miss Kay Johnsonius, Austin, Texas; his twin
brother, David Johnsonius, Pans.
Funeral arrangements have not
been made. Family members
planned to go to Argentina
immediately.

Mrs. Bessie Lurline Dennis
The funeral for Mrs. Bessie
Lurlinc Dennis will be Thursday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Anglin
Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn. Burial will follow in Pew Flat
Cemetery at Bumphis Mills,
Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 9 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mrs. Itennis, 74, Cahokia, Ill.,
died Monday at a nursing home
there.

Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Judy Bierlien, Okenes,
Mich.; three sons; Odell Knight,
Dallas, Ga., Gene Knight, SarWell, La., and Conroy Knight,
Green City, Ill.; three sisters,
Mrs. Lillie Mae Pace, Murray,
Mrs. Helen Meredeth, Granite
City, Ill., and Mrs. Louie Brooks,
Dover, Tenn.; one brother, New
man Stack, Dover; nine grandchildren; one great-grandchild.

Devoe Bridges
Devoe Bridges, 78, Rt. 1, Murray, died today at 1:10 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
_ Hospital.
.
Born Oct. 23, 1914, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Virgil Bridges and Minnie Pearl, Lawson Bridges.
Mr. Bridges retired from General Motors after 32.- years of
service.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Willie Mae Pullen Bridges;

one daughter, Nancy Thompson,
Murray; two sons, Larry Bridges,
Xenia, Ohio, and Dennis Bridges,
Heber Height, Ohio; one sister,
Mrs. Hontas Hargrove, Oxnard.
Calif.; eight grandchildren; seven
great-grandchildren.
Graveside rites will be Friday
at 11 a.m. at West Fork
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 5 to 9 p.m. Thursday at Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.

Services for Joseph G. Hawk- County, he was the son of the
ins will be today at 3:30 p.m. in late John Henry Hawkins and
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Annie Jane Gardner Hawkins.
Home, Mayfield, The Rev. Jack
Also preceding him in death were
Studie and the Rev. William one grandson, Joseph Ray
Dodson will officiate.
McCormick, one sister, Carrie
Pallbearers will be Glen HawkHawkins, and five brothers, Charins, John Hawkins, Randall Mill- lie, Harlon, Everett, Ernest and
er, Gerry Miller, Paul Dowdy and George Hawkins.
Clint Cunningham. Burial will
follow in Maplewood Cemetery,
Survivors include his wife,
Mayfield.
Mrs. Anna Lou Dowdy Hawkins;
Friends may call at the funeraV-. -one daughter, Mrs. Jean Ann
home.
McCormick, Mayfield; two sons,
Mr. Hawkins, 71, Rt. I, FarGale J. Hawkins and Kenneth
mington, Bell City community, Ray Hawkins, Rt. 1, Farmington;
died Monday at Veterans Admi- two sisters, Mrs. Louise Albnuon
nistration Hospital, Marion, III.
and Mrs. Estella Stairs, Ma)field;
Born Dec. 22, 1921, in Graves
six grandchildren...

John Vernon Canter
Funeral rites for John Vernon
Canter will be Thursday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Ben
Butler and the Rev. Don Gregory
will officiate. Burial will follow
in Bumett's Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mr. Canter, 62, Rt. 2,. Mayfield, died Monday at 3:44 p.m.
at Community _Hospital,
Mayfield.

Services for Raymond L. Story
were today at 11 a.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church. The Rev. Bob Saywell
officiated. Music was by the
Church Choir.
Pallbearers were H. Lee Boyd,
Darrell Clark, Robert Clark, Bill
Phillips. Gerald Gallimore and
Lawrence Overlxy, active; Randall Patterson, Hewlett Cooper,
Leon Phillips, James Wischart,
James Euel Erwin, Holmes Dunn
and Lenon Hall, honorary.
Burial was in South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery with arrangements by Miller Funeral Home of
Murray.
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Mr. Story, 94, Rt. 4, Murray,
died Monday at 4 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home. His wile,
Mrs. Justine Story, died in 'Jul
1984..
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Martha (Clarkie)*Butterwdrth and husband, Jackie, Rt. 7.
Murray; two sons, Steve Story'
and wife, Lovecta, Mayfield, and
Jim Story and wife, Sharon,
Gainesville, Ga.; one sister, Mrs.
Ruby Humphries, Murray; four
grandchildren, Ginger Story and
Chris Story, Gainesville, and
Angela Story and Stephanie
Story, Mayfield.

FOR BEI1ER HEALTH
OR. UARY BROERINGUEYER
CHIROPRACTOR—

WHO IS YOUR CHIROPRACTOR?
Dossors ot vturoprewv we licensed by
every state throughout the country. To
qualify for the license. an apphcant needs
a high school diploma. two years of extra
professional college and four years al an
acciredited duropractic college In addition to basic dumpier...sic subyeas, the
training invludes all the bust suence
subyeas considered necessary in the treat,
mere of human ailments — and required
by state regulations
Cturopraaors do not use prescnbed
drugs in their pracuce Many patients seek
treatment from chiropractors for diseases
that are actually caused by drugs 01
mei'cation

11 you don't feel well. or even if you
thank you we reasonably healthy - - and
would bke to stay that way is entirely
safe to oinsult a durtipraisor his special
trairung in diagnosis, in ph)n4al anal)sit
provides assurance that you will receive
proper treatment U y0111 l411411•00 Is
outside the since of diutipreisc. you will
be referred to an appropnate medical
doctor

Dr. Mary Brosriagmeyer
—Chiropractor—
4 mks Ead on Hwy. 94
753-2962

Quit smoking.
NE-a FlGHTING FOR
'CUP LIFE

to

American Heart
Association
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Is a nett 14 page binionthit publaiation
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on event,and aitivilw"- in Murray and the surrouridirig aw„is It
includes a 4-fith'rent spotlight inrat.h issue and 7 reguLli -'vs tiuii
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TIM. maga/int' will be published by
ors nu,. the pul,h,her,iii
the 1991 Nlerray-Callowar Count- chanilx.r v4 I, oininer44'
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t1111C artiiles.tiir publication for anv oil the MX tions that ill,
maga/one contains._ These sections include In the.Sporkelir: kid,korner
Stiorts,14'staurants,
Art, Welconw to the Area,and Calendar of I wills. Articles for the first publicaticin need to be submitted by August 17,1993.
If we use your article, we'll pay you font.

(
-over photography or illustrations will be selected from submissions
by local photographers and artist,.
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
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Debbie Wattier (left) of Martin-Marietta presents a check to Dr.
Ruth Jacquot of Murray State University, as part of MartinMarietta's support of a exchange program between the Tennessee
Valley area and the Rostov region of Russia. Feodor Surkov (left)
of Rostov-on-Don, Russia, was in Murray recently as part of the
exchange program.

Lottery ticket sales strong
despite audit, clerks say
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
recent audit report that condemned the Kentucky Lottery
Corp.'s hierarchy has not slowed
lottery ticket sales.
The auait led to the ousting of
the Kentucky Lottery's directors,
but Kentucky's lottery players
still turned out in droves last
week to try their luck.
Although players were talking
about the Kentucky Lottery's
controversy, sales were not
affected, said Phyllis Gingrich,
operator of Pal's Shop Easy near
Oak Grove in western Kentucky.
"People talked at first, but
now (the shakeup) is hardly ever
mentioned," Gingrich said. "Our
sales have held up fine."
Total sales last week for all
lottery games were $9.3 million.
Sales were $8.2 million for July
18-24 and $8.3 million for July
11-17.
"Ticket sales are going right
along," said state Revenue Secretary Kim Burse, one of two
special adviser% Gov. Brereton
Jones named to oversee the lottery corporation until a new
board is scaled.
"The controversy did not really speak negatively about the
integrity of the games themselves. The general public seems
to believe that.''
Increased jackpots have pushed
up ticket sales, lottery officials
said. Saturday night's Powerball
jackpot was $19 million and the
jtlo Kenya*jackpot was $4.5

million. Officials said a new $2
instant game called Banko also
could have boosted ticket sales.
Burse and Richard Furst, dean
of the University of Kentucky
business school and the other
interim lottery supervisor, met
Monday for the fifth time in a
week with top lottery staffers.
''We are discussing major
issues that face the lottery," said
Burse, who would not elaborate
on the meetings.
The state Senate is scheduled
to consider confirmation of
Jones' seven board nominees
Friday.
A 500-page audit by state
Auditor Ben Chandler released
July 21 included a blistering
review of management practices
at the lottery.
The audit included numerous
examples of lavish spending by
loUery officials on themselves,
lack of accounting and wasteful
spending.
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Dow Jones Ind. Avg. _____ -11.46
DJIA Previous Close........3561.27
Air Products.
401/s-1/4
A T & T6314-1/s
Bell South .
Briggs & Stratton
72-11/4
Bristol Myers Squibb.-.-.533/4.1/4
Chrysler
Dean Foods....................... 26/
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Exxon
Fisher Price
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43716.1/3
Ingersoll Rand .._.........-.- 33/s-3/s
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unc
L G & E
McDonalds
Merck
J.C. Penney-__________ 4P/.-1
Peoples First.........----388 391/IA
Quaker Oats ......
623/4-'/4
Schering.Plough...-._---.621/44.3/4
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Time Warner.
381/14.1/4
.
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UST
273/4
Wal-Mart
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Marty Lynn Cantcr, Rt. 5, Mayfield; one stepdaughter, Melissa
Charles, Atlanta, Ga.; one sister,
Mrs. Shirley McAplin, Sedalia;
five grandchildren; two greatsix
gran,dchildren:
stepgrandchildren.

Raymond L. Story

0

0

Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Doyce Canter; three daughters, Mrs. Darlene Girard, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Terri Jett, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Stacey
Hobbs, Rt. 8, Mayfield; one son,

CHIROPRACTIC

On Famous Jamison® Bedding
We got a deal and we're
passing,it on to you!
Shop & Compare.

'
Where'Lyons is a market maker in trig
Block
UNC price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request
Our fl
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Baby boy born
104 days after
mother dies
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — A
"bouncing baby boy" beat the
odds and was delivered here
Tuesday, 104 days after his
mother was declared brain-dead.
Doctors at Highland General
Hospital said the Caesarean section went smoothly. The baby
was born four weeks premature
and developed some respiratory
problems, but doctors said they
expected him to do well.
"This is a miracle," Dr.
Richard Fulroth said of the 4
pound, 15 ounce baby. "The
baby is a nice, fully developed
male infant, a bouncing baby
boy."
The birth comes six years after
_another birth to a brain-dead
mother in the San Francisco Bay
area. In that case, a baby was
born 7',5 weeks premature and 53
days after her mother was declared brain dead.
Doctors said they knew of only
one other fetus that had lived longer inside the womb of a braindead mother. In that case some
years ago in Vermont, the mother
had been dead since about the
16th week of pregnancy.
In this case, the mother died at
about the 17th week of
pregnancy.
The mother, 28-year-old Trisha
Marshall, was admitted to the
hospital on April 19 after being
shot in the head in what police
described as a botched burglary
attempt. She was declared braindead on April 21. but members of
her family and a man who
.claimed to be the baby's father
asked doctors to try to keep her
17-week-old fetus alive.
The delivery was prompted
.when the mother developed high
blood pressure .Tuesday that doctors feared would harm the baby.
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To advertise or subscribe to the
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Woman sues jail
for mishandling
minor violation
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The case of a grandmother who
was handcuffed in her driveway,
taken to jail and strip-searched
three times because of a traffic
citation is being told to a U.S.
District Court jury this week.
Elizabeth Showalter, 54, who
sued the Jefferson County jail
and county officials over the
experience, is seeking damages.
She refused a $30,000 offer to
settle her lawsuit. Hers is the first
case involving the strip-searching
of minor offenders to go to trial.
ShOWalter, a mother of cight,
grandmother of three and
straight-A Bellarmine College
student, returned from a walk in
May 1991 to find a police officer
waiting in front of her Fern Creek
home.
She was arrested, handcuffed
and jailed on a bench warrant. because of a 6-month-old traffic
citation she thought her husband
had paid.
During her overnight stay in
jail, Showalter — carrying only a
wristwatch and a facial tissue —
was denied a drink of water. Her
mug shot and fingerprints were
made — twice, because the first
set "didn't take." She had to
step over a man flailing in chains
on the floor and was handcuffed
to a mentally ill woman who'd
been charged in a shooting.
She was searched three times
in 13 hours.

fifit4'01

The jail stopped strip-searching
minor offenders one month after
Showalter's arrest, but officials
say that decision is not related to
a batch of lawsuits over searches
that so far have cost Jefferson
County S500,000.
"I just felt like there wasn't
anything I could do," she said.

Smoked Picnics

Lb.
$118

Cooks Shank Portion

Ham

(Limited Supply)

Lb.

$128

Cooks Butt Portion

Hams (Limited Supply)

111

Lb.

1111

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
'Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020
4
••••••••111001,•••••
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Prices Good
August 4 Thru
August 10

Store Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

Fee:.cocili
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

9040t

9140.t

144ad

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

70-mG

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Boneless Center Cut

U.S. Choice Boneless

Pork Chops Chuck Roast
1 59
bone,es, $399
•.)

shou;de,
Roast
$1 79

Lb

Beet

ne!eSS

I

Lb.

Short Ribs
$1 79
I

I Lb

Extra Lean

Ground Chuck
69
Lb.

Field s
Old Fashion

Sausage

Smoked Ham
39

4/$ 1

89`

Sliced Free

Si 89

Bacon
$ 29

Wieners
BBQ
Sauce

Sliced Free

Hyde Pork
Vac Pack

Center Cut Sliced

990

Kraft

Reeses

Chicken Breast
1 39
Lb

Fields 12 Oz. Proleagers

Whole Ribeye Country Ham
19
6
1 59
Peanut
Spaghetti ‘1# -Lb.
Buffer
Ronro

1

99`

Lt'

Clifty Farm Whole

U.S. Inspected

Seaboard Farms Frying

American
Ace

Lb

Mustard
32 oz

69c

Nunn Better Self-Rising or Plain

Flav-O-Rich

Flour
5 Lb 89

1/2% Milk.
Gal $ 1 89

Blue Bonnet

Soft 8( Gentle

Veg., Canola, Sunflower

Margarine

Bathroom Tissue
po
A/
4 Roll Pkg. %,

Wesson Oil
240z.

1 Lb.

2/89'

Del Monte

Prairie Farm

10/0 Milk

gal.
Rosedale Yellow Cling 1/2 or Slices

nir

Peaches

7

29 oz.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

$109

12 pk. '%;
Green Giant Pinto, Great Northern Beans or

Blackeye Peas 15

01

3/99

Hyde Park Pink

Salmon

15.5 oz.

99'
99'
Corn Meal Mix
3/89'
Pork & Beans
3/$1
Paper Towels
Vienna Sausage 2/89'
Pudding Cups

5 Lb

Hyde Park

16 oz

Velvet Single Roll

Armour 5 oz

Lb
$299

Dog Food

14 oz.
Crystal Spring Distilled or

Drinking Water

4/$1

gal 2/$ 1

Dixie 16 oz.

Plastic Cups

20 ct.

Vlasic Zestie or Polish

Dill Spears
Charles 6 oz. Bag

24 oz.

99'
$1 79
I

Buy 1, Get 1

Potato Chips Save $1.39 FREE

WE BUY HOME GROWN PRODUCE

Ham
59

Ham

Tony

-411.

Burgers Boneless
Baked Country

$5

4 pk.

Nunn Better Self-Rising

glen

Eckrich
Super Trim

99'

Lb

Baby Swiss

Cheese
$389
Lb

Owens Best
Oven Baked

Turkey Breast
a' F Fee

Owens

89

Lb.

Fresh Crisp

Fresh Slicing

Home Grown

Broccoli

Cucumbers

Peaches

4/$1
49Lb.
69Bcunch
Golden Ripe

Fresh Crisp

Fancy Head

Famous

BB() Ribs
$359
Lb.

Bananas

Celery

lettuce

3 1
Lbs.

0
9.?a. 69et up

Aid pours in
for family of
burn victim
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) --- A
Jefferson County business ts
helping a financially strapped
western Kentucky couple, whose
teen-aged daughter is in a Low.
vale hospital with bums to it5
.percent of her body.
And a prison inmate has
offered the family a year's stay in
a smalPrental house _he owns in
Jeffersonville, Ind., across the
Ohio River from Louisville.
Melissa Smith, 17. was flown
by air to University of Louisville
Hospital from Dixon. where an
oil tank exploded July 2. killing
four teen-agers and injuring five.
The tirm's 60 employees
decided to conuibute money to
John and Cathy Smith. who want
to find an apartment and bring
two of their children to Louisville. Melissa, who is in critical
condition, could be hospitalued
up to a year.
"What they want to do 1st...
adopt them and support ihein for
a year." said the tirm's president,
who wants the business to stay
anonymous.
The workers unanimously
agreed to have about S.5_ held
back from their 'paychecks each
week to help the couple.
In a letter Friday to The
Courier-Journal from the Kentucky State Reformatory in
LaGrange, William Allan Wright
offered the Smiths use of the
house. Wright is serving a
66-year_ sentence for the brutal-.
1980 assault of a Jefferson County model and for fveing persistent felon.

esl'Per.;,

New Jersey family
claims to own
'first' painting
TRENTON, N.J. (All -Could there be a. reason for that
enigmatic smile on the face of da
Vinci's Mona Lisa? Could it be
because she'd twen through all
this before?
As most every school child
knows, the Mona Lisa hangs in
the Louvre in Paris, enshrined as
one of the world's great paintings. But what about that other,
"younger" Mona Lisa. the one
that sits in a bank vault somewhere in New Jersey?
Former Madison Mayor Roger
B. Vernon insists that both were
painted by the same person.
"We all believe that the Mona
Lisa hanging in the Louvre is the
... a masterpiece done by
Leonardo Da Vinci," said Vernon, one of eight cousins who
jointly own the New Jersey oil
painting. "We just believe that
he did two."
Although many art experts and
historians disagree, some people
back Vernon up, including Seymour Reit, author of the 1981
book "The Day They Stole the
Mona Lisa."
Vernon says the painting has
been in his family since Marie
Antoinette gave it to his ancestor,
William Henry Vernon, possibly
for saving her son from French
revolutionaries in the late 17(X1s.
Vernon said he'd like to see
thC painting eventually sold to an
American museum, although he
said he and his relatives haven't
tried to market it. They haven't
had it appraised and have no particular price in mind, he said.
After Vernon's ancestor
brought the painting backl from
France, the former mayor said, it
hung uneventfully in the homes
of various Vcmons for decadesuntil it was deposited in a vault
in Ncw Jersey (he won't say
exactly where) in 1950.
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Couple's plan to split lottery
jackpot remains unchallenged
AuGusr

FOND DU LAC. Wis.(AP) —
A couple's proposal tosplit a
record SI II million Imlay jackpot is going unchallaiged, leaving them free to publicly accept
the windfall, a lawyer said
Tuesday.
Les Robins. 30, a teacher. and
his fiancee. Colleen DeVries. 24.
a nurse, filed a lawsuit asking a
judge to order the state to write
checks to each ot them splitting
the prize, rather than issuing
single checks for each
•
installment.
A friend of Robins has said be
purchased the ticket at the urging

of his fiancee. jest boors before
the winning numbers wan drawn
July 7.
Dane County Circuit Judge
Gerald Nichol is expected to
issue the order dada& a brief
hearing Thursday. said Donald
Schott. an -attorney for the
couple.
Robins and DeVries will publicly accept the jackpot Friday
during a presented= at Sentry
Foods, the grocery store where
Robins bought the ticket, lawyers
for the couple said in a statement

20% OFF
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 104;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 94; Sunday 1-5
No Appomimmt Nsaisswy. Cal 759-9811

Chongs your outlook with rich,
luxuelbus, natura-looldno
color. For a limited Vino,
JCPenney Styling Salon will
take 20% off all color.
For the salon nearest you,
caN 1-800-542-5565.
Sorlaga ea molar pesos* Sob Moe
allsollatt thrsugh Saturday. August 7.

A WHOLE NEW LOOK

5,1913
THURSDAY,
(For your personalized daily leant Dixon horoscope.-based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
for long-semi success. Your loyalty
pays off in both friendship and dollars!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Concentrate on career goals that an
obtainable. Friends may be doing
the best they can but still not living
up to your expectations. Try not to
be j
Sept„ 23-Oct. 22): This
l!IdgileAntlai
will be a pleasant as well as profitable day. provided you use tact. Do
not act cavalier about someone's
objections to a plan. A family member may offer valuable insights.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Home life should run smoothly now
for those who are married. Your
mate has an interesting proposal for
the weekend; it could prove costly.
Suggest some interesting alternatives.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Changes may be forced on you
by a fluctuation in the family for- PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for
tunes. Your ingenuity helps you find
adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South
clever ways to get around a cash
Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway
shortage. Your love life soars to new
County. They are, top row, "Gypsy," a female small Collie nth,
heights.
left, and "Keeley," a neutered male silver Persian, right; bottom
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. row, "Megan," a female black/tan Dachshund mix, left. and
19): You could get the wrong "Gidget," a spayed female Poodle/Terrier, right. Animals who do
impression about something. Rely
not find homes must be destroyed.
on an expert's advice until you have
all the facts. Pay more attentio9-to
an elderly relative's needs.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
You may feel somewhat impatient.
A mate or partner makes constant
demands on your time. Point out
that you need some private hours
alone. Set specific personal goals
because of overbidding. When this
and stick to them.
occurs,
declarer should try to make
PISCES (Feb. 19-Marth 20): North dealer.
thecontract,and should notspend his
vulnerable.
North-South
Plotting future moves keeps you on
time dwelling upon who was responNORTH
course: do not lose sight of longsible
for the potentially disastrous
.AQJ
term goals. Business and legal pacts.
result. Here is a case of this sort.
V
K
9
7
3
gain strength. The financial picture
North opened one notrump and
•Q 86
brightens.
South responded three spades,which.
•AQ5
was certainly correct. But when
EAST
WEST
North raised to four spades. South
+85
jr 32
decided
to try for a slam — and this
TODAY'S CHILDREN will display an understanding ot what life is
IP 106 5
QJ8
was certainty incorrect. There was
really about at a tender age. Energetic and sociable, these warmhearted Leos •K 9 7 4
• A 10 5 3
almost no chance that .11 high-card
reach out. to people of all ages and backgrounds. Their take-charge attitude
4
4J 6 32
•
10
9
8
points _facing 16-to-18 points could
and considerable charm make them difficult to resist. They live life to the
SOUTH add up to the 33 points usually refullest but are not selfish. In fact, they often give more than they can afford.
4
*
K
10
9
7
6
quired to Make a slam.
Employers will be impressed by their stamina and dedication to duty. These
A 42
West led a club — lucky break
Leos always go that extra mile to turn in a top-notch performance.
•J 2
number one — and South had to put
,fro older a res'bed arsdispdated copy of hangD,wn, best-aelbng boot -Yesterday. Today and Fore
4b K 7
all hiisexpertise to work to make the
cr Hou Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's iin send S11.95 plus SI postage and handling
The bidding:
to Dixon, c.c, Andre..' and McMeel. P0, Box 411150. Kansas.Cory. Mo. 64141 Make checks payable to
slam despite his two diambnd losers.
South West
North East
Andreas Out McMeel
Fortunately, the task did not prove
Pass
3
Faso
1 NT
to be impossible.
4*
Pam
5 11!
Pam
He won the club lead with the
Pass : 6*
1
6,
king, played the A-Q of spades, and
Opening lead — ten of clubs.
then cashed the A-Q of clubs, careEven the best players occasion- fully discarding a heartfrom his hand
ally get to bad contracts — usually instead of yielding to the temptation
to discard one of his diamond losers.
The rest of the play was easy
enough. South cashed the A-K of
hearts and ruffed the seven ofhearts.
When the suit divided 3-3 — lucky
club
h.
Shrine
Sio,n...rt.r1
Mtirr.i),
break number two — dummy's nine
of hearts became a trick. A trump to
Every Friday at 7 p.m.
the jack then allowed South to discard a diamond on the nine ofhearts,
Jackpot!!!
Letter
11
1
and the slam was home.
Pb
-fitio
isewnse,
Maybe it's true that crime does
nercrtt-1
not usually pay. but the fact is that
irlith5
)
N
sometimes it does — as illustrated
.4t'
o
t7
i.O44
4,
41)00
here where South gotaway with what
c
P,
0
seemed to be murder in the first
degree. It's easy to condemn South
for his adventurous bidding, but it's
hard to prove that he was wrong
when the result proved that he was
right.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
You will find a success you have not
enjoyed before. Love and marriage
prove especially satisfying in late
fall. A family gathering at Christmas
will set the stage for a happier
future. Teen-agers can expect to fall
in and out of love rapidly. Older
couples may also find romance a bit
unsettling at times. Do not lose
heart. Business will pick up early in
1994. Plan an unusual vacation next
spnng.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Loni Anderson, film director John Huston. basketball star Patrick Ewing. actor
Robert Taylor.
-ARIES(March 21-Apnl 19): Do
not try to rush someone into a business partnership. The embers of an
old romance could be rekindled
when a former flame shows up on
your doorstep. Go slow.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):_
Keep your business plans flexible. A
newcomer or unexpected visitor
adds excitement to your day. Short
trips expose you to some important
new developments.
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20): A
straightforward discussion with
higher-ups could lead to a solution.
Your concentration is good despite
constant distractions. An unconventional approach helps you solve a
longtime problem.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Romance looks terrific. All work
and no play is unhealthy. Seek new
interests. Take a long-range stew of
your present work situation. Release
any frustrations in a positive was.
LEO )July 23-Aug. 22): You
may be better off not getting the
promotion you had hoped for. A
•misted adviser can open new doors

Contract Bridge

Never Say Die

Read the classifieds

You'll Get the
Red Carpet
Treatment with
Every Color of
Wear-Dated®
s

Treat yourself to the luxury of Wear-Dated' Carpet. No matter
which of the 300 colors, textures and patterns you choose. you'll
get the red carpet treatment. Because Wear-Dated' Carpet lives
up t 3 one of the highest standards of stain and mat-resistance.
And it is backed by one of the best warranties in the business.
So *seat yourself and your home to Wear-Dated° Carpet.

13-1-1N1-6-0
sl 800

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 N.,1-111. Murray, Ky.
";n:i.1113111==1111

Tomorrow: Haste makes waste.

WEARDATED.
CARPET

"Sale - - Sale on Monsanto Wear-Dated®"
A textured Wear-Dated
Carpet. 100% nylon with
the best written warranty
_ in the business
$088

v.

sq. yd

Based on 100 yds. or more of
In stock carpet. add 81°° sq. yd.
for under 100 yds.

All Monsanto
Specially
Priced thru
July 31. 1993
Subject to
Present Stock

A textured Saxony that has 60
colors guaranteed to brighten up
your home in 100% nylon and of
course the best warranty available in Monsanto Wear-Dated®
$12
•88 sq. yd.
Based on 100 yds. or more of in
stock carpet. add •lc° sq. yd. for
under 100 yds.

TOLL FREE 1-800-284-4941
8 miles South of Murray. Ky
or 1 mile South of Hazel
8-5 PM Mon-Fri
9-5 PM Sat
Visa / Mastercard
Area Rugs / Over 1500 Rolls
of Carpet

NO points
NO fees
NO closing costs
NO kiddingi

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
12th & Main Streets
Murray, Kentucky
739-1630

Barry Thaxton
Kent Rohrer

map abaosb_atal'row% he wry', ,..yren#,-. Member FDIC
4mikaffi work Ms Itrwhicky mewld, sestemilt
Gurimellubsiktetwo•Fronklart•
Levivillt•Ma
•Murray•Owerisboro•PaduLah•Shelbriel
•Ileasom•

7:"`

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 4, UM

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
At Thurman's Furniture
This is only a partial list of what you will find.

CHAIRS
1 La-Z-Boy Recliner. Traditional Style with Skirt. Beige &
Blue Tapestry Cover. Reg.
$599.95

ilable for
If South
Calloway
Dine mil,
bottom
left, and
who do

1 Lane Queen Anne Style Wing
Burgundy,
Back Recliner.
Reg.
Cover.
Green & Beige
$510.00

1/2
NOW

1/2

1 Lane Recliner. Traditional
Style with Mauve and Blue
Velvet Cover. Reg. $479.95
2 La-Z-Boy Wall Hugger Recliners. Mauve Velvet Cover.
Reg. $479.95 ea.

its

When this
ry to make
ot spend his
as respondisastrous
sort.
trump and
ades,which
But when
ides, South
-and this
There was
high-card
nnta could
usually re-

acky break
had to put
o make the
itind losers.
i not prove

d with the
pades, and
!Juba, careim his hand
temptation
iond losers
was easy
he A-K of
n of hearts.
-3 - lucky
nmy's nine
A trump to
outh to diale of hearts,
crime does
fact is that
illustrated
y with what
n the first
errin South
ing, but it's
was wrong
hat he was
es waste.

1/2
NOW

1/2..
NOW
199

NOW

$17500

2 Occasional Chairs by Fairfield. Multi-Color Fabric. Reg.
$549.95 ea.

NOW

2499.!

NOW
1 Chippendale Style Chair by
Best. Solid Green Fabric. Reg.
149
$399.95

1

1 Large Wing Bar
11 & NOW
dame.
Claw Fee
rieg. $699.95 $1
Mauve Co

9995

BEDROOMS
1 3-Pc. Cherry Bedroom.Triple
Dresser with Mirror, Large
Chest, and Pediment Headboard. Reg. $1,299.95
1 3-Pc. Solid Oak Bedroom.
Triple Dresser with Mirror and
Jewelry Chest, Large Door
Chest,Head & Footboard.Reg.
$2,195.00
Triple
1 3-Pc. Bedroom.
Dresser with Hutch Mirror,
Large Chest, Head & Footboard. Dark Pine Finish. Reg.
$1,299.95

NOW

89995
'1 49995
NOW

89995
19995

SOFA SLEEPERS
1 La-Z-Boy Queen Size Sleeper
with Innerspring Mattress.
Burgundy & Green Stripe
Cover. Reg. $1,199.95
with InBrown
$699.95
Reg.

1 Queen Size Sleeper with Innerspring Mattress. Contemporary Style with Blue &
Mauve Multi-Colored Fabric.
Reg. $799.95

AL L ilErIS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SAL

1 Contemporary Style Sofa
Craftmaster. Black &
Gray Cover with Contrasting
Arm Pillows. Reg. $899.95

Till February 1994
With Approved Credit
($400 Minimum)
1111VOI

4

4t11111

1 La-Z-Boy Queen Size Sleeper
NOW
with Innerspring Mattress.
Burgundy, Green & Beige 1
Reg.
Lodge Look Cover.
$1,199.95

/2

1 Reg. Size Sleeper. Contemporary Style with innerspring
Mattress. Beige, Blue & Burgundy Cover. Reg. $899.95
1 Twin Size Sleeper. Beige
Stripe Cover. Reg. $699.95

NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2

SOFAS
1 Traditional Style Sofa by
Hickory Hill. Blue & Beige
Plaid Cover with Contrasting
arm Pillows. Reg. $899.95

NOW

1/2

1 Attached Back Traditional
Sofa with Arm Pillows. Burgundy, Green & Blue Floral
Cover. Reg. $899.95

NOW

1/2

1 Country Style Camel Back
Sofa by Hickory Hill. Blue
Check Cover with Arm Pillows.
Reg. $899.95
1 Wing Back Sofa from Southern. Blue & Burgundy MiniPlaid Cover with Tapestry-Like
Arm Pillows. Reg. $899.95

NOW

1/2
NOW

'39995

NOW

1/2

fa with
1 Camel Back St..'
•
NOW
Floral
Blue, Grec- SOO
.ample. Reg. $29995
Cover.
$899.95

1111111111111=21•11•1
1 Brass and Glass Etagere
with 4 Shelves. Reg. $199.95

NOW

$75

Assortment of Oak Barstools. YOUR CHOICE
All 24". Reg. $119.95

$50

2 Verde Iron End Tables by
Hammary. Reg. $429.95
1 Mahogany
Queen Anne
$249.95

Sofa Table.
Style. Reg.

NOW
125
NOW
$125

1 Large Entertainment Center
NOW
by Hooker. Pocket Doors, TV
$99995
Swivel, and Cable Ready.
1 3-Pc. Set of Tables. MahoNOW
gany Finish. 2 End Tables and
1 Oval Cocktail Table. Reg. $29995
$649.95
1 5-Pc. Iron Dinette with Round
Glass Top Table by Kessler.
Reg. $1,995.00
1 Cherry Four Drawer Chest by
Southern. Reg. $799.95
1 Solid CherrHooker.
Reg. $

tary by
.sine Style.

NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2

NOW

Triple
1 4-Pc. Bedroom.
NOW
Chest,
Mirror,
Dresser with
Head & Footboard. Honey $1
Pine Finish. Reg. $1,749.95

1 Twin Size
nersprir%Stripe

1 Traditional Style Sofa with
NOW
Loose Pillow Back Construction. Green & Mauve Stripe
$59995
Floral Cover. Reg. $899.95

NO PAYMENT, NO INTEREST... from

NOW

Style
1 Small Queer
Fabric.
y
.
Wing ChP'
Reg. $499.95
Floor Sa
Wing
2 Chippendale
lue &
Chairs. 12-sCA-CI
-over. Reg.
.
Green T
$549.95

SALE NOW IN
PROGRESS

NOW

SOFAS

NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2

1 Double Rer
Lane.
$1,999.9

n

fa by
Reg.

NOW

1/2

1 Double Reclining Sofa by
Lane. Blue & Mauve Cover.
Reg. $1,199.95
Reg.
Loveseat Available.
$1,099.95

BOTH

1/2

1 3-Pc. Set of Livir Room
.sh. 2
Tables in a W
. Cocktail
End Table
049.95
Table. Re

NOW

1/2

BALDWIN PIANOS

1 Traditional Style Sofa from
Hickory Hill. Blue,Burgundy &
Reg.
Green Plaid Cover.
$899.95
1 Lodge Look Sofa from Hickory Hill. Teal, Black & Beige
Stripe Fabric with Arm Pillows.
Reg. $899.95

2 Glass Door Cabinets in a
NOW
Washed Finish by Hammary• $A 095
Reg. $1,099.95 ea.
•••••••

NOW

1/2
NOW

'49995

1 Lane Double Reclining Sofa
with Extension Headreast.
with
Contemporary Style
Reg.
Cover.
Neutral
Beige
$1,299.95
1 Sheraton Style Sofa by Fairfield. Burgundy, Blue & Green
Plaid Cover with Deluxe Cushion. Reg. $1,199.95

NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2

1 Baby Grand Piano by Bald- NOW
fl
win. Black Lacquer Finish. sooc
%.1)a4
Reg. $12,995.00
1 Baldwin Oak Spinet Piano.
Reg. $3,495.00

2,595
'

1 Baldwin Cherry Console NOW
Piano Queen Anne Style. Reg. $2,795
$3,995.00
1 Baldwin Cherry Console NOW
Reg. $3 49
Acrosonic Piano.
$4,495.00
l`tu

5

1 Baldwin Oak Console Piano.
NOW
Reg. sn 70=
Traditional Style.
43 1°4
$3,795.00

Thurman's
11•UNITUUE

NOW

FREE
DEL IVERY
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SAVE $11.69
-r4

,repAmak

The Original

N

KELLOGG'

(4 0

- Crisp

CORN FLA

Yellow

I CARROTS
16 Oz.
BOY ONE, GET ONE

01100 mil best

ONIONS

18 Ounce Box
BUY ONE, GET 0

3 Lb. Bag
BUY ONE, GET ONE

FIRE

FREE! FREE!
SAVE 81.49

SAVE 49°

With C

Kraft Grape

JELLY
32 Oz.
;be. P(11

(

b

BUY ONE, GET ONE

Pevely Assorted

FRUIT32 Oz.
D INK
BUY ONE, GET

NE

yes MinutelVtaid 1

PEPSI
PRODUCTS

$289

Assorted Varieties
LARRY'S DELUXE

Minute Maid

CRANBERRY
LEMONADE

STUFFED
POTATOES

10 Ounce Box
BUY ONE, GET ONE

11 Ounce Can
BUY ONE, GET ONE

FREE! FREE!
•194116'No
,

'14,
5210
MANUFACTURERS COUPON I

311000 50114

EFFECTIVE AUG 4 THRu AuG 10, 19613

I

BEAR!
WEENEES

eanee
,Weenef

\
'04

7/4 11z. Can

59c

Assorted riavors
Red Baron

BREAMS!
PIZZAS
•gi„SIN

31000 34.311

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON! EFFECTIVE AUG

4

THRU AUG 10.1923

(Up to $3.45 value) at the checkout.
Buy One 20 oz. Kellogg's Frosted Flakes° Cereal,
Get One 20 oz. Kellogg's Frosted Flakes' FREE
Good only at Jim Adams IGA #142
caroms oily•WNW 10 on.COMM PM p•mbabob Roma*

Woo Sokt Conlon/
moo
voll redeem 1164 capon aparelanc• vath our ookokoso poky.apoi
ompou Cask kb.* 1,1004 Vault%eon prontmOod. Moot or roorkodloy loo. MN MOM
IGOoplo WM.CMS Ook 31009. On.Foams! Cook. OP ko. X 7111110:1 Otallasi
Campy 01133 Koons Compri

oul colloon OM coupon on occooknco vok Our roftryps44 poky.capes woolobto upon
ropoot Coon kW* IMP:Is VoiO4,144440,6N044.0 14440, Or PWW00by W.WI001460,
0
io Kamp; M.CI145 D. MINIS On.rawer Drw•
AND. TX 11110 110Collos
Company 0,113 Polon Caw,

Cr

Van01110

BUY 1, CET 1 FREE

(Up to $2.10 value) at the checkout.
Buy One 18 oz. Kellogg's Corn Flakes' Cereal, Get
One 18 oz. Kellogg's Corn Flakes' FREE
Good only at Jim Adams IGA 11142
c•••••• co*•wow• •••••. wit..c••• ROW* Kagan Saks CCOVIny

•Inlk

Van Camp

13100 345

1

BUY 1, GET 1 FREE
)
Q#

FREE. FR!!

i:11

Assortet Flavors

Potato CI
6 Oz. Bag

BUY I, GET I

moltio

0
0

41jo

al

A_Al

`417

•"
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C.

MURRAY LEDGER & TINES

12w)

Store EMS:
Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-0 p.m.
San. II a.s.-7:30 p.m.
1:11active
Batas
August 4-10

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors
0
D

TH TAPE THAT COUNTS

I or Man

THE
MEAT
PLACE!
IPS

SIES

Os

Pe Bag
C. CET CI

V

Juicy 41
Jumbost

t

BRYAN
JUICY
JUMBOS

Brgdn

Juicy
Jumbos

.
"

Value Pack

FRESH FRYER
BREAST

16 Oz. Package
BOY ONE, GET ONE

EE!

10

ft*

Lb.
Boneless
FRYER BREAST

SAVE 112.49

itei 1441°1
'
•

g
4.01f0).

Lb. $2.49

JIM ADAMS BUY ONE GET ONE FREE SALE! 0
•• a

P.7-7=c7W

Original

tmeorlINOWTP401111

FRESH HAM
C-1"?
1&
.
.
e.-5660
US
I

LOGO'

L

SL,C. •

•

FLA ES

lance Box
GET 0

FRESH HAM
itLWE,
tist

OHM

J'. i

ihno• —:-.- _V
!-.t ICI D P...C.C..

E

JIM ADAM'S
WIENERS

JIM ADAM'S
BOLOGNA

NM ADAM'S
BACON

12 Oz.
BUY ONE,
GET ONE

16 Oz.
BUY ONE,
GET ONE

12 Oz.
BUY ONE,
GET ONE

LOUIS RICH TURKEY 44
VARIETY PACK

FIELD FRESH
HAM SAUSAGE

12 Os.
BUY ONE,
GET ONE

16 Oz.
BUY ONE,
GET ONE

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
SAVE

th Con

SAVE 132.39

SAVE $1.39

SAVE 81.79

.59

GDR.n
• land

OSCAR MAYER
WIENERS

re- Sin

•
aiNg.;

r

N.

sly Assorted

D INK
IIIT32 Oz.

IRE

ffY ONE, GET

0011N1004

Ceram641,45.s...taco
andIUC,dI,
;

-

s.

BREAKFAS
PIZZAS
110%.

• 1,115

79

4.4

sAusAgfiiscurs
T-BONE
STEAKS

Assztdadar
nors

$ 99

111

111 Oz.

.1twailee imoult

NE

SAVE 82.99

Bonus Pack. 3/84.83

8.50*.

BUY ONE, BET ONE

OSCAR MAYER
BOLOGNA

FREE

16 Oz.

79

SAVE $1.99
boa
'
ANC

Bonus Pack - 31/$4.11.11

R1

21000 4 1 COC

ONO'

I

Assorlaaf Flavors Lay's

Potaito Chips
6 Oz. Bag

BUY I, GET I FREE

BUY I

•
It

GET 2

14 AD COUPON' EFFECTIVE AUG. 4 THRU AUG 10, 1993

Assorted Flavors Unsweetened
Makes 2 Quarts

FREE

Kool-Aid Drink Mix

0013

Buy one (1) 16-oz. Kraft* Singles pasteurized
process cheese food, and Get two (2) 7-1/4 oz.
Kraft Macaroni a Cheese Free
Good only at .11m Adams IGA 8142
D•
Nark,
s.KM& in.. CMS No 12111M. Famorm
villa moos
Soy Om. asi his Foos • unto Oris Coupon osr mom thscrosse

,
PS2
011-012

0GAP 3

94-A0 COUPONS EFFECTIVE AUG 4 THRU AUG 10, 1993

• ir

Buy I, Get I FREE
With Coupon.Limit one coupon per family. Coupon
good August 4 through Aug.10,1993.Good only At
Jim Adams IGA. 1142

rx »solo cash

E

en

r,

•
0

AO

1111

)4
/..‘011.1410Prtift.:._40ftwad
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Classified
Deadlines an /I dayis la advance and are as follows:
Friday 3
Monday Etinscia....-..-.....—.....—..Saturday 10
Tuesday Edits's..
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
7 hureday Edam" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
F nday Editios
— .....-.Wadlisoday 3
Thursday 3
atu rday Editiee
tioult,

Nt I. i1I \I'
010
020
025
030
040
,J.50

190
370
390
400

Personas
C.:arTat Thank*
In Memory
Lea & Found
‘11'1.11‘

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

,
1 It% ii1 ,

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Somme Offered

230
2,50
290
530

\I

280

270..—. Mobal• Horn*.

365 ...---.—...For Sale Or Lease
420...-----

Rumness Rentals

Motorcycles no_....
480 ------- Auto Services

Want To Rant

430

660

—Jew Wean

Houses For Rant
340.
..Campers
& Motors 360.—.--For Rent or Lease

570..._....------Weated

.

Home Loans

Lota Pot Sale

440
450

Farma For Salo

460

Horne* For Sale

Ts
An
Clearie
"
180...---__Ilswing Machines
196
J1..vy Equipment
200
Equipment

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

250............... -....TV & Radio
MO.
Pets & Suppitate

A *2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

AURORA Pizza Magic Gesine hand tossed pizza,
'ash salads sandwiches.
gyros Open all yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
4 74 - 8 1 1 9,
'u e s
I 800-649-3804

BARNEY TEES

EXCITING' Feel Great'
Lose weight' Call me-find
out howl 437-4467 or
7S3-7262

MTV's Baavis
Bullhead T-Shirts
Miami Shoppine Car.
7594972

MRS. THERESA, Reader
Advisor. A true born
Psychic gifted from God
'64 7904 call for
appointment
_

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6.75%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 yews
Monthly income
available'

1;s0
Just In...

VCR Service
Nintendo Repair

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199

THE Dutch Maid Bakery
needs a vacation aid will
close temporarily Close
August 7th So look for our
opening data some time
after school starts

blessing
Front the Father
above
Innocent and sweet
she said"
To be nurtured day

Personae
SPOUSE Abuse Hotline
759-4050 A United Way
Agency
WIDOWER Would like to
meet attractive white
Christian female, single or
divorced, 25-50yrs old PO
Box 1705, Paducah, Ky
42002-1705

LOST lyr old Beagle, female Old Murray Pans
Road area Also 'A Beagle
puppies to give away Call
759-1856
LOST Black & tan small
Terrier Area behind SaveA Lot Answers to the name
of Chelsea Has no collar
$50 reward Cat 435-4214
or 753-2041

Classified

Every Tuesday Night at

7:00

(Deers wen at Itte31

Knights of Columbus Hall
ei Johnny Robinson Road.
south si Se Hee Road, nese on Se HIM Reid 1/4 me
KY 94 wrest

I Ot4C.A :AT

01,1-11 TO THE

753-0466

PO Box 1033

Murray

Americas Second Car

lUgluDuckling
I
esSEIECE=1
Locations Coast to Coast.

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-000-THE-DUCK

112 So. 121h
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town'
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/1.
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
I Price. 2. Company stability 3. Service. We
represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or Ac rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be obis to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West. Ky. for OVEN 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1400-4554199

•

Our Meeker
Paula was patient,
Loving and kind.
She loved us all
with heart and mind.
Never a moment to
complain or whine

753-1713

Ward-Elkins

100% reinsured'

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

Aq .5, 1902.1aaw 17, 1978

Keeping busy all
the time
Each baby was a

925

100% investment
grade assets'

In Memory of
Paula Ray Sailer

by day Iler faith was firm
As we left the nest,
We all knew she
had done her best
Thank you God for
our Precious Mother
Your Children

AFTERNOON cook & waitress wanted Experience
necessary Apply in person
at Granny's Restaurant,
1006 Chestnut
ATTENTION Murray
POSTAL JOBS Start
$11 41/fir plus benefits For
application & info, call
1-(216)-233-9078 7am to
lOpin 7 days

Noip
WNW

lanais Coordinates collection of test scores.
nedsomester progress reports, and final semester
grades Coordinates
academic and probation
counsehng Teaches study
skAs seminars and sellrealization and came in
vesugabon Cokectc orgames,and interprets proloci documentation.
Maintains and updates students files Salary $17,000
to $19,000 Position to begin October 1, 1993 Send
resume, letter of applieston, and (3) three references to Student Support
Services, Murray State University. Murray, KY 42071
Deadline for applying August 18, 1993 Murray State
University does not decnminase on the basis of race,
color national origin, sex,
religion, marital status, age
or disability in employment
or the provision of services,
educational programs and
activities, and provides.upon request, reasonable
accommodation including
auxiliary aids and services
necessary to afford individuals with desablibbes an
equal opponunnylo participate in all programs and
sat:vibes For information
regarding
non discrimination pokes contact the Office of Equal
Opportunity (502)
762-3155
MAINTENANCE men
needed. Includes panting,
roohng and carpenter Must
be hard working, energetic,
dependable and able to
work without supervisor
Must have own transportation. Leave name, address
and phone at 753-3018

Part-time. occasional.
unique assignments. No
sales - no investments. If
interested.said yownwrie,
address.ind phone number
to Shop75IChek.PO.BOX
28175,Adana,Ga.303580175, attn. FP.

.

..-4111.

SNAPPER sell propelled,
35t') mower, $195 Push
mower. $40 28' Sctiwin
Bicycle.$65 Day 753-1963
at night 753-0873._

FRONT end loader for a
Ford 2000 tractor and good
used carpeting 753-4109

TOP sod oft farm land for
sale $65 for 18-19 yards
Tri axle truck load
492-8488

JUNK air conditioners, will
pick up 436-2904

TROY Built wood chipper,
used 3 tunes Cash register, used 3 years like new
Call 753-1861

15n

Articles
ABSOLUTELY Caen' ExFor Sale
perienced, dependable
cleaning service Home or 181-IP Murray riding MOVIef,
office References Call, 1695 Channel Maser N
antenna with cable, $85
436.559
753-0144
my
a
CLEANING house
200 AMP meter pole Call
business Reliable and ex
perienced references Cal 753-2799 after 6pm
Linda 759 9553
I will do cleaning
750-1264

Call

WILL do home health personal care Nights only
Call after 6pm or leave
message 753-4590

ALTERATIONS and re
pats Rental gowns & taw
dos Ruth's See and Sew.
Country Square. 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981

109
Busbase
0i0oftuNt'l

HEALTH P(u.s
(

Ow FoOd Marko'

CASH pad for good, used
nfles shotguns. arid pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

070

EXPERIENCED seamsless specializes in pagent
dresses, but will do other
sewing pabs and will do
professional designs Also
MAYALL Restoration is commercial sewing manow accepting applications chine for sale Call
for experienced finish car- 753-6235
penters & painters Also
cleaning personnel Please SEWING lobs wanted, inapply at 200 East 1st St, cluding formal wear
753-1061
Benton, Ky 527-8427

AVON sales Be happy
Earn 48-$10hr Part time,
no inventory investment
Free samples, product, kit,
NEED waitresses & bus
training 1-800-690-AVON
boys, -mostly weekends
CAR stereo installer, ex- Cal 753-4141 after 5pm
perience required Send re- ask for Paul
sume to PO Box 48, Murray, Ky 42071
OFFICE assistant for local
DO you need a GED/ Do Murray operation Work re
you need hope for the fu- quires scheduling of office,
ture and help to get a solid clerical, accounting duties
career/ We have 22 JOB Must have strong interper
openings for people 16 Ihru sone skills and computer21 that are not full time high work processing expen
school students Call encee Good benefits woad
753-9378 Five days a week mg Medical Insurance
between 8 00arn-3 00pm Send resume to PO Box
We we an EOE This pro- 1040 K, Murray, KY 42071
ject a funded by the West PAPA John's Pizza a now
em Kentucky Pnvate In- hiring delivery drivers heredustry Council-JTPA
mum wipe plus bps & comDRIVERS NEEDED Both mission Flexible hours
experienced & inexper- Fug & pal time iobs availienced FREE TRAINING able Apply in person
for inexperienced drivers if Chestnut St
you qualify Call today for
your
future
PART time music director
for Murray area church Di1-800-877-8180
rect handbell choisr and
EARN up to $1000 weekly
children's choir Experiprocessing mail Start now,
ence is not neoessary, but
no experience, free sup- preferred Salary $3600 for
plies, free information, no
nine months Send resume
obligation Send SASE to to PO Box 1040 F, Murray,
Hi-Lo, PO Box 3648-BB, KY 42071
San Angelo, Texas 76902
US POSTAL & GOVERNGARDENER needed
MENT JOBS $23/hr plus
Weeding. misc No mow- benefits Now hiring
ing $6/hr 3 hours per
1-800-200-8760 24 hours
week Own tools & transportation required
WANTED barmaids, wait753-8734
resses & dancers, 4500
HELP wanted for dairy plus weekly Doll House
farm, prefer female WA Cafe, Paris, Tn
train Call 753-0150 be- 901-642-4297 7prn-2arn
tween 5pm-9pm ReferWANTED dancers and
ences at time of phone call
waitresses for Foxy Lady
LEARNING Specialist/ Club Pans TN No experiCounselor Required mas- ence neccessary Phone
ters degree in education or Charlie or Jeri at
rotated held and experi- 901-642-7683
ence in counseling disadWILDLIFE/
vantaged youth Teaching
CONSERVATION JOBS
experience and knowledge
Game wardens, security.
of current instructional
maintenance. esc No exp
methods and techniques
necessary Now hiring For
Supervisory experience
info
call
more
and leadership skills
Proven written and oral 219-794-0010 eat 7159.
Itani-lam, 7 days
communication skills
Skilled in personal.
academe, career, fineness'
aid counseling Knowledge
Experienced natal cutof community and campus
ter and moat wrapper
resources Coordinates tha
needed. Apply in poracademic and summer ano
tonal program Trains and
supervaes tutors Dave
lops and maintains re107 Main
II. of learning me-

OAK kitchen cabinet.
dressers, High Boys. Pie
sales, glassware. old radio
Can be found at Hubert
Coles Anbques, Hwy 641
S Telephone 492-8714

ANTIQUES by the piece or
colectons Call 753-9433
after 5pm

STANDING timber, top dollar paid 753-9008
Domestic
& ChNdeare

111911ESS& *Orr 999411119fr

TRUCK topper, ax conditioner, healers Call after
4.30 753-6389

We are searching
for franchisees
who have these
unique qualities!"
'
Success in
Motivating Others
-Dedicated to
Service
-Healthy Lifestyle
'Financial
Resources'
'
Enthusiasm
-Goal Oriented

Call Today!
801-225-2739
•insat Invesement d twenty
My thousand dollars}

VINYL siding equipment
1985 Ford Ranger pickup,
12h tilt bed trader with adder rack, ladders: walk
board, hand tools, brake,
etc Will sell all or part
753-0280 leave message if
no answer

COMPUTER "work center
$175, 8qt pressure canner.
like new,$35.4 poster bed
frame & corner desk, Tex
chwe lamp 436-5076
4 PIECE solid walnut bedroom suit King size
Posture-Pedic mattress &
frame 753-2061

BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
Appliances
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
refrigerator
FROST-Free
rock. rip rap 759-1829.
deep freeze gas 8 electric
JOHN Deere riding mower. stove. washer & dryer
8tip, 30'cut, excellent con- 354-8528
dition, $850 obo Call
KENMORE washer &
759-9311 after 6pm
dryer Mauve 807 N 20th
JUST Arrived' New ship- St
ment of 16' & 165' Blom
light truck tires All tread
patterns $65/ea plus tax
Hem.
Mounted. balanced & put
Furnishings
on Warehouse Tore. 400
NICE couch 4200 Recliner
Industrial Rd 753-1111
$100 Coffee & end tables
JUST arrived' Shipment of $100 SmaN swivel rocker
XP2000 General W L 1st $20 435-4640
line Ores at a low low price
175-70-13 $45 Ware- QUEEN size waterbed with
house Tire 400 Industrial mirror headboard & padded
rails 759 9972 after 5pm
Road
Murray
Ky
753-1111
170
METAL for farm & commerVacuum
cial buildings Galvanized,
Cleaners
Galvalume and painted in
*1 and 82 grade Choice of KIRBY Celebrity vacuum
/i yrs old
10 colors Cat 489-2722 or $450
753-6825 evenings
489-2724 for prices

Administrative
Secretary Position
Knowledge of WordPerfect, spreadsheets,
and database entry necessary. College degree and experience a plus. Must have
strong interpersonal skills. Excellent office
managerial, clerical skills required. Send
letter ofapplication and resume to Murray
Head Start, 9th and Poplar, Murray, Ky.
Closing date August 16.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

The Murray Board of Education is ciirrently
accepting applications for the following position:
Guidance Counselor
for Murray Middle School.
Proper KY certification.
Full-time.
One year position.

basica

A BALLET
CLASS

kr

with
Nruizy Z. *Rey

New Beginner Ballet I for Children ages 8-10 with
no previous training.
Beginner Ballet II for Children ages 9-11 with
previous training.
Advanced-Intermediate Ballet 4. Beginner Pointe
-Limited openings...by audition only. For ages 12
and up with at least two years previous training.
Pre-registradon Iii paresis at Eids-Xids-Lels
804 Coldwater Rood until August 101/2
Stop by for information.

AP.

•

1'11

CUMN
Spec,
home
amp 1
4364

PIANO tuning John
SQUARE babe hay. 1 farm Gottschalk, 753-9600
wagon. 1- 3pt seed SOWef,
2.11
tam peep. 4 wheel dove, 1
set of cattle rack for full size
Illsosisasoss
pickup Call 436-5640
FOR lakes ponds roads
streets We have dozer,
grader dirt mover & also
2,10
bush hogging Any size
- -AWNlobs Free mammies Gall
Equipment
Ted Edwards or Charles
NORDIC Flex Gold, bsti Smotherman 436 5828 Of
$1000 Sell for $500 753-9822
753-8321
KENLAKE State Parks l•rt
August Blues Festival
WEIGHT bench & weights,
Sunday, August 29 Ticket
excelent condition $200
information 800-325-0143
obo 527-8417

OUR
incluck
(peen

tit (Ft

t

blocks
centra
doper
facial
Mobile
79 E
1-800
—

;
250

Business
knees

2BR
turns

KTI and Assoaates offer
wig a full hoe of investigative
sePACOS Bel Ax Center
753-3868 or 436-6099

RE 7

210

RIVIGI

2BR
$200
New

COTS

Carrier
Needed
for delivery of papers to racks &
newsstands. Takes about 3 hrs a day
Pays about $6.50 per • hour. Must
provide dependable car. If you are
interested, please come by the Murray Ledger & Times to apply.

SRA(
ascii
tame

NEW
Trani
acce
ter 7

W INI
ester

4 C4

FOR
or 0
Shc
753Murray-Calloway County Hospital a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following/oh openings
REGISTERED NURSES
Progressive Care and Cnocal Care
Full-time. 12 hour shifts
7 a m.-7 p m or 7 p m -7 a m
Surgery

Part-time, days

Obstetrics

Full-time
3-11, 11-7, 7 p m -7 a m
Sign on Bonus for Expenence

For details contact:
Lyn Ryan. R N
Nurse Recruiter
(502)762-1319
qual I IppivrtundN
Impinyrr

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COUNTY
HOSITTAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

10% Off Coupon

Have Mop
Bonded
References

Will Travel

P RC
spat
09/2
Real
with
pert

fOCE

wait
shot

CST
Car

ploy
Plat
cluc
Star

MSC

offic
ray

SPA
sity
tral
rota
tree
vic
753

Ii

R
ir

Carpets,
General Cleaning
Offices

c.,
.\
stripping & Waxing
Beverly DeVries
Floors &
(502) 436-2863
Maintenance
Owner

FA1
2br

SOU

Deadhne for Applications: Friday, August 8:1993
The above position a for the 1993-94 school year, 195
days. Interested persona should submit an application to
Murray Board of Education
814 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
ATTN: Willie Jackson or Bob Lewis

;sm. Oeatate a
PC service 8 training at
your 10011100 Reasonable
rates No service call
charge in Murray-lAsweekl
area Color printers from
$22997 Call Hawkins Research today for appointment Calloway Co
753-7001, Graves Co
247-9257

Home
Pairs,

1030 MF tractor 437-4832

WA TIMBER FOR SALE
Firewood
For more information contact WA.202 West Blythe A FIREWOOD for safe
Street, Paris, TN 38242. 437-4667
(901) 642-2041

Own Your Own!
Last year Americans
spent 35 billion dollars
trying to manage their
weight However, this
billion dollar industry is
changing because the
traditional weight loss
programs don't work
HEALTHPlus has
developed a new sophisticated
program
that focuses on long
term healthy weight
management not lust
weight loss

1963(
441061
hoMi
pnoss

229
Aalolse
Fee Ws

Want
To 9u,

INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTORS
WANTED FOR MYSTERY
SHOPPING IN YOUR AREA

1988
home
h/a
759-4

Wald)
Client

140
Nee
Wood

1983
'Idly.
place
porch

25e per word $6.00 minimum 1st
day St per word per day for rock
additional consecutive day. 81.76
extra for shopper(Ties. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 setra for blind box ada.

-Naas Furnishing.
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165

. Real Seem

Apartments For Rant
Room* For Rant

090. ......_Await:on Wanted
100 ....... BOP nem Opportunity
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110

ping Gnarl
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For Salo Or Trade
140--- Want To Bey
For Sale
150

For Sal.

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rant

& Childcare

970
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Reader Ads:

Mobile Homes For Rent
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lit ttisP)ltrt
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300 .......-......
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Wanted

010 .......
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1981
oomph
bath.
gas he
sheigk
cable
rent 2
kturral
753-71

$6.00 Column lack
Display Ada
Dieweei lad Rea.
OP& Dseemat 3r4 Ikea.
(All 3 Ads Idea ba W AIM II Day Noel/
SI 75 per aims sack emis fix Tassisy(Map

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Frl. 5 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 5 a.m.-12 p.m.}

NI \UFO- I

. _Farm &step-lent
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
....... _Produce
.
..... Feed & Seed

Advertisers we requested to chock the
fine lassitios oftheir ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Thom vitll be
reeposalie br only owe inaarnict ismeruon. Amy error should be reported
t.djataIy a02nections can be
mad.

753-1916

p.m.

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

ADJUSTh

AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

14:60
POMO
owned
502-24

$30
Cal

Murray-Calloway Count) Hospital. a leader in
prourchng quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following lob openings
STAFF SPEECH PATHOLOGIST
Full-time staff position for hospital, nursing
home, and home health patients.
Qualified applicants must possess a Master's
Degree in Speech Pathology. CFY accepted.
Excellent salary and benefits package.
For details contact:
Personnel Dept
(392)76211116
tqWM.I.V0pWfund•
/.10.04

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COUNTY
MISPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray Kentucky 42071
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Moab
Names Fer sale
1460 28R. appharces
sewage shed on emelt*
owned lot in Pirate s Cove
502-2476063

dal

a 1st
each
$1.75
'fads
0 maid

after

11
I roads &
es dozer.
Pr 8 also
Any We
is.. Cal
Charles
i 5828 or

Parks pt
Festival
29 Ticket
125-0143

MUR-CAL Apartment' now
axepana applications for
1, 2 and 3br spertmenia
Phone 759-4964 Equal
Housing Opponunsty

10411 14x65 MASCOT,
comptelety set up 3br. 2 NEW. loge 3br duplex in
beet. omens ear, valuta quest isiooded area Availgas heat mamma song. able August. $650emo No
shingle roof, coy water, pole tyr lease 753-4573
ratio Can be moved or NEW large duplex in quiet
rent 2 we lot North of ornate area VERY NICE
Murray $11,500 obo Cal
Lease plus deposit
753 7664
$465/mo 756-1067
1983 SCHULTZ 1400, NOW taking applecabora
tulty equipped. 2 bah, fire- Mr Section 8 low rent housplace, small building
ing Apply in person at
porch included 759-4699 Southsid• Manor, 906
1988 16x80 MOBILE Broad Si Extended. behome 2br 2 bath central. tween lam 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
hie Sell for pay off
Housing Opportunity
756-4065

heist)
?Map

; John
0600

1111=

1

1903 CLOSE-OUTS Large TAKING applications for
selection of single section section 8 rent subsidized
homes at discounted apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedprices' AN of our homes are rooms, handicap accessiquaity Mak arid energy as ble Equal Housing Opporcant Dinkins Mobile tunity Apply Hada* AM'
Homes Inc, Hwy 79E. Hardin, Ky or call
Pairs TN 1-800-642-4891 502-437-4113
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobil.
home electric sermon 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027
OUR double wide set-up
includes concrete runners,
guests, downspouts plastic ground cover, doubleblocked, bed down and
central hiall Quarry homes,
dependable service & of
fordable prices Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc. Hwy
TN
Pairs,
79E,
1 -500-642-4891

910 N. 18th St.
Thurs. Aug., 5
8 a.m. • ?
Household items,
children. toys &
clothing & misc.

Yard Sale „
Take 641N toward
Alma, turn right on
1824, immediately
turn right on
Boggess Rd.
4th house on right.
xatch for signs.
Thurs.-Pri.-$M.
8 eat. - 4 p.m.
'Si Mee Seb•Ideemegl
Kee craft& great mipphes.
&splays. YAMS. dishes •
Petlerl.ete

IMMEDIATE possession
3br. 2 bah wets lanced yard
in southwest area
753-7236
NEARING Completion
3br. 2 bah home with double garage, collateral cadceding fans. curved
windows, bay window vi
dining, brick patio and
more Appor 2000aq ft
under roof 2102 Carol
Drive (Preston Heights
Subdivision) Offered by
budder 759 4586

250 excelliwit
$2500 obo

Yard
Sale

NEAR IASU, kitchen Irving
room, privileges utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753-9896

2BR house in Lyon Orove
$325/rno 753-4109
2 or 38R house new university appliances furnished $350,mo plus deposit References needed
753-4181, 489-2181

1305 Vine St.
Aug. 5-7
a.m.-2
8
p.m._

GOLDWING 1982 tour
ready new toes, belts,
hoses, battery, brakes.
pkgs. carte. fluids & elves. $3500 Cal alter 6pm
(502) 382-2510
HARLEY Davidson, 1961
FLT, 32.XXX miles

books,
washing machine
Clothes,

1 A A-1 Hauling. roe trimming, Wee removal. cleaning out sheds. atom. a ode
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

BOB S Plumbing Reese
Sanas as work pavan753-1134 or
t••d
436-5632

CARPET and vinyl installsbon and repairs Glen Beb
bee. 759-1247

Al, AL'S hauling. yard
wo& tree removal. mowing Free estimates
7561683

C ID HOME Repairs Call
753 9669

ALPHA Builders Campers
try remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, drrveways, painting maintenance. Mc Free estimates
489-2303
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
nature repair -111---ctistom
woodworking 753-8056

11E129111

BE D ROOM

12;

CHIN Chita Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sal
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

:PIAUI Pi
SVr+ET

LIVING ROOM

day
Must
u are
M ur-

MASTER
BE D R0041

BE DR 004.4

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes, trailers offices
Wulff's Recovery Murray
4361.560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Cons
pate installation and sec
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys
toms 354-8161 after loni

See Our
Selection
• 14' Single
Wides
• 16'Single
*des

Prices Include: l NTRANCEs
Shingle Root, Vinyl Siding,3Ton

Central A/C, Concrete Footers,
Garden Tub, Ceiling Fan, Storm
Windows, Deliver/Set-Up, Upgrade Insulation, Storm Door.

See Our
Selection
• Double
Wides
• Triple

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs. additions and blow
ing ceilings 753 4761
Open 7 Days a Week. M F 8-7, Sat 8-6, Sun 1-5
(901) 644-0012 Hwy 79E, Paris, TN 1-800-533-3568

Garage
Sale

COMPARE PRICE

SELECTION - SERVICE

Colt- E

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

Yard Sale

:ks &

.4,
/)
• ..•
• ''
'
4

CALLOWAY County Con
vete Structural walls,
slabs. dhotis, walks Colored I stomped concrete
Free IPSORMOOS 474-8754

CARROLLS1 Garden tiling. grader blade won,
bushriogging lois Phone
Gerald Carroll (502)
492 8622

AIR Conditioning.Ron Hal
Heating. Cooling & Electric.
Inc Service sales and eniteration (502) 435 4699.
435-4327

Association

AT

Murray

.1‘it

-es

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON

M9-1768

vel
irpetk
ening
Mae

axing

Ps

ST
'ming
ster's
cited.

071

For Lease

Classified

•S

ve

-w-wwwwwimmaamermwasammemala1~0114110,

10-er0 eel"

II

,

Al IA el around aiming
Wee revaning I light haulm Call 436 2528 W for
Merle

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 alter
5pm. 759-9816, 753.0405

•
ArnericanHeort a2

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Factory trained by 3 map, Heating, Cooling I Electric,
manufacturers All work Inc Service, sales arid in
1965 CHEVROLET 13a
and parts warranted Ask
cayne, 32.600 *Mal mass' for Andy at The Appliance saltation (502) 435 4699,
38R. nice size house m
435-4327
6cy1, 4dr Near mint condi- Works. 753-2455
Murray, central h/ii.
tion Drive anywhere
EXPERIENCED drywall
$435/mo 759-4673 (anAPPLIANCE SERVICE
$1700 obo 753-6726
new construction
finishing
machine).
swering
Kenmore Westinghouse
2BR, appliances & water
additions, blown ceilings
121N.
1979 LINCOLN Colman- Whirlpool 30.
ex
years
now
fumehed Available
NICE brick home 3br. I
436 2060
tat Collector's Series. perience
1/4 mile
BOBBY
Riviera Courts Coleman bath, kitchen equipped,
30.XXX actual miles, sho- HOPPER 436 5848
FOR all your fencing
before
RE 753-9898
washer & dryer included 2
wroom new, at options
needs Best prices in town
of
side
South
garage,
car
Graves-Calloway
BACKHOE SERVICE
502 753 5413
2BR. refrigerator 11 stove.
7519270
Murray No pets Deposit
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
$200/mo. $200 deposit
Line
sun
2dr.
318f
Elkifir
1984
8955
498
required
GENERAL Repair plumbinstaltabon,
repair
replaceNew Concord Pets welroof, extra clean. $4400 ment 759-1515
'
Th
ing. roofing. tree work
come 436-5025
SMALL 6 room house on
753-6885
Cal
obo
436-2642
7:00a.m. ?
lot, 1 bath, new vinyl
BACKHOE Service - ROY
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br. shady
Beekcasa,aelulte• childcare
windows
storm
siding,
DODGE
1986
Lancer, HILL Septic system. drive- PAINTING, remodeling, inclothes, toys, 1.. &tee •
electric or gas Walking deNorth of North Elementary
, loaded,adr. blue 527-8417 ways. haw".foundations, terior, exterior Building
mist
tance to college 753-5209
School 753-8164 after
after 6pm
etc 759-4664
decks, fences, driveway
6Fal
sealed 474-8855
1906 PLYMOUTH Reliant
GERALD WALTERS PAINTING,
Heating
K $1500 4928548
exterior. interRoofing, vinyl siding. paint
And Cooing
on
turn
94 E.
1987 GRAND AM $3700 mg Free estimates 18 ior Call Charlie Rains
753 5754
NEW condition 77, ton
Call 753-7192 after 5pm
AB Lassiter Rd.
years experience Local reTrove heat & an unit WM
- 2 miles PLUMBING repairman with
CREEKVIEW Sett storage
1968 FORD Taurus GL. ferences 436-2701
accept bids 753-1300,al
warehouses on Center
very good condition. V6. HANDYMAN will do plumb same day service Call
Aug. 4,5,&8
ter 7prn 489-2116
Drive behind Shoney s
arn/fm. new Ores, serv- ing, electrical carpentry 436 5255
All Day!
WINDOW a/c repair Free $20 $4Ohno 759-4081
regularly 436-6099
iced
and general repair P & S Trucking Hauling
Mooed away, odds &
estimates 436 2904
Gravel, sand. dm We build
tads left Wand;
NORTHWOOD Storage
1990 NISSAN Maxima 753-0696
Mugu@ bibles. cola signs,
presently has units availGXE 437 4832
K B ASSOCIATES Gen- driveways All types Land
trio
Weis,
yord
glassware.
soaping Residential or
able 753-2905 for more
plumbing • electrical supBusiness
CAR Stereo Installation (Hal construction, remodel- business Mayfield. KY
information
,
equip
.hop
beauty
decks,
garages
ing.
patios.
Rentals
753-0113. Sunset Houle502 345 2507
sewing fracture. all kin& ed
1/8111 Music,Murray's Al- interior trim 753-0834
toots, lot* of 1111m
tin
4 CAR garage 753-4509
pine Car Audi) Specialest KITCHEN CABINET RE RICK'S Roofing Al types
Livestock
of roots and repairs Tor
Dixieland Center. 1 block COVERY existing doors
FOR Rent BUSineSS Retail
Ilk
modified and rubber
chon
Side
from
S
dorms
MSU
in
or Office Space
frames with woodgran forfor mobile homes 17 years
SADDLE horse 12yrs old,
Shopping Center
mica,
estiFree
colors
al
MUST sell' 1986 Mercury
experience, guaranteed
smooth gait, gentle 15
753-4509 or 753-6612
Lynx, one ownifiain good mates Wulff s Recovery work Free estimates
hands, $900 753-24.82
Murray
has
436-5560
Realty
KOPPERUD
condition 75'11887 or
PROFESSIONAL office
phone 502 437 4559
buyers waiting to purchase 759-9974
space for lease,on or about
Inservice
mowing
LAWN
ROCKY COLSON Home
homes-all price ranges If
09/23/93. (formerly MTG
sured Coleman Benenel Repair Roofing. siding,
you are thinking of selling- WHITE 1969 Olds Cutlass phone 759-4564
Realty), approx 3200sq/ft.
painting, plumbing con
contact one of our courte- Convertible. about 75% rewith 4 private offices, 9
ous and professional stored. most parts to com- LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- croft Free estimates Call
personal office areas, AKC Yellow Lab puppies
agents at 753-1222 or stop plete restoration included, ING Carpets. furniture 474-2307
reception/work station, male $1 50, female $125
by office at 711 Main St $5500 437-4845 leave Free estimates 753 5827 SHEETROCK finishing.
waiting area, in high-traffic 753-5211
shopping center near MSU
RE/MAX Properties Ltd message it no answer
LICENSED for electric and textured ceilings Larry
campus, Murray, Ky Fully
Chnsman 492-8742
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey WHY ship your car Mae° gas 753-7203
Open
Now
carpeted, 2 bath, emCenter for repair') Barry can fix it at
Bel -Air
Tree I Stump
SUREWAY
mower
repair
ployee lounge Olympic
502 - 753 SOLD, 'A price in 1 day World of MOODY'S
Removal Insured with full
Pick up and delivery
Plaza Shopping Center in1-800-369-5780
Sound. 222 So 12th
line of equipment Free es
753 5668
cludes Dollar General
753-5865
timates Day or night
CalloRealty
ROBERTS
Store, 3 restaurants, pharMUFFLERS, brakes
Dog Grooming
753-5484
way County's oldest and
macy, retail 8. professional
oil,
lobe
shocks,
filter.
All Breeds, All Sizes
most reliable real estate
offices 506 N 12th St, MurGutter Co Seamless
THE
Green,
Ron
Guaranteed
Soulhside Shopping Ch.
Vane
agency For all your real
ray 753-9469
RIG Exhaust, 514 S 12th aluminum gutters vanity
estate needs call them toof colors Licensed in1983 CHEVROLET. good St 753-8868
SPACE available in Univerday at 7531651' Sycasured Estimate available
blue
van,
conversion
times
sity Square, Gas heat, cenMULCH, pick up loads 759-4690
more and 12th St
and saver, low mileage, in Murray 436-5560
tral au, sky lights. Ideal for
sale
obedient.
condition
excellent
.1.10
retail, professional service. HAVE an
WINDOW & door repay
ODD pte, minor repairs
762-6289 or 753-6443
trivet agency, optical ser- dog for show or home
Lets
Repair, re-screen re-glaze
Free
References
available
lessons
private
or
Classes
Call
office.
or
vice
For Sal.
or wood 20yrs
aluminum
Call
Reid
over
estimates
for
Murray
Serving
753-1492 ask for Loretta.
experience 753-2330
BUILDING lots in subdivi759-9689
12yrs 436-2858
prompt service
sion with limited restrictions
PEG'S Dog Grooming (no mobile homes) Some
REPAIR
753-2915
wooded, Southwest School 1976 DODGE, auto. p/s, VCR-NINTENDO
Service Center.
District, natural gas, city p/b, good condition. $903 Wood VCR
PUREBRED Rottweiler
Retail space available
cleaning servicing $15,
water, cablevision 3 3 492-8826 after 6pm
male, 5yrs old, beautiful,
in Be) Air Center,
miles from city limits Fi- 1982 DATSUN King Cab most repairs $35 Free esti
masculine looking, fine
October 1.
FREE puppies Should be
mates Route 1, Almo
nancing
available Lots as PickeP,
diskind
smart,
Feet
Square
dog.
stud
2000
pit, air, 5sP Open 9-12. 1-5. 1.4on -Fn
medium sized dogs All
low
$4500
as
753-5841
or
p/b, pAy, 753-0530
position, good watch dog
Call 753-4751
1982 GMC,
males Phone 753-9673
753-1566
Cal between 4-8pm only
sir. auto 1900 5th wheel
Jayco camper, 30', self
753-5768
IN Gat•sborough
904.x220 Cal 753-9662, contained, roof IV, awning,
Wad
new refrigerator Call
753-7249
To Rent
492-8433 after 5pm
SPRING Creek Oaks SubFARM house in country
division, Lot 012. wooded, 1992 CHEVY Scottsdale.
2ta Must have good heat SWEET corn. Blue Lake 1431t road frontage, 5sp short wheel bine, pet.
source No more than
beans, peppers, purple hull $25,000 753-5133 after pet tat cruise, am/1m cas$300. Have pets and infant
sette Must sell Call
peas 11 tomatoes
5Pre.
Cal 762-3185
753-4838
753-8848 before 8 30prn
150
DAKOTA, 1992,22K melee,
YELLOW peaches Hector
320
Fame
V6. Sap, bed liner, $9100
;nes Early Macintosh I
AparaierM
F. Sale
Camaro 2 28 (HO) 1964,
Red Duchess apples
For Raga
silver, 83K miles, one
Ozark Premier I Red Heart
1,2, 3,413R apts. furnished, plums 753 4725 or UP to 225 acres at Catchy.- owner, mint, $5700 obo
-•-•
7pm
after
753-1300
ler
very nice, some with 753-9468 McKenzie's
901-247-5567
489-2116
Two year old, 3 BR, 2 both brick in Southwasher & dryer, new MSU
Orchard
WANT to buy 1987-90
west Villa, walk-in closets, octagon breakNo pea Also room for rent
Blazer, good oondaon, pre
fast room overlooking deck, 19' octogan
753-6111, 753.1252 days
Noose
tar black Call 753-8393
courtyard, newly landscaped.
753-0606 afar 5pm
For Isle
slier 5pm
COPELAND'S
Call 753-4873 altar 5:30 p.m.
1BFI furnished apt, water I
ORCHARD
for appointment.
3-48R, 2 beds ranch, in
garbage included, near
quiet neighborhood, new
Mayfield
MSU campus. Available
city schools, greet room
Now Pocking Red Haven
August 9 $175/mo plus
with fireplace, large family
Peaches, Apples
$175 deposit No pets. Call
style lichen, newly decor- 1982 JAYCO pop up cam753-9677 afar 4pm.
623-8312
ated. ii appliances in- per. sleeps 6, excellent
cluded, needy lendscaped, condition, used very Min,
1 OR 2br apts new downfreshly pointed exterior, 2 $1500 437-4845 leave
town Murray 7534109
car wage, $87,900 Cal message 4 no mower
ISTOMMI CABINETS
tEnigair
CUSTOM
O
29R apt, large rooms. vary
for apposnlment 756-1850
CUSTOM VPOOOWOINOMO
near MSU for up to 4 stuor drive by 1615 Magnolia
AM Types Of:
dents, washer, dryer,
Dr
stove, refrigerator furnCustom Woodworking
3BR, 2 WW1 brick. 1380M
ished Coleman RE
It. 3yrs old. $72,000 Phone
753-9098
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
for eociosnarnarti 753-3293 14F1 Alums Craft
Semi V.
EFFICIENCY apt. Sinai*
• Drop by and see our showroom
15hp Johnson moIbr, rollin
ranch
brick
ball
2
30R.
plus deposit New untwiMURRAY ISseand aim" BMW)
4011
ing motor. belay, hooey
attached
car
2
Coldwater,
st,. appliances, references
Seger
duty
°be
61300
30
in
buildout
lot
garage, lags
753-4161,
needed
days 753-5604
ing 486-2546
489-2181

RENTED

iles offer
Wigan/9
r Canes(
-6099

Yard
Sale

GUARANTEED to passe
1989 BASS Buggy Pon
Nicely designed and loon and Wager Call alter
crafted 1860aq It energy 530 759-9998
*Acme brick home with
3br, 2 baths greatcoat USED oulboard parts for
with Impact arid 2 car Mercury. Johnson I Evinattached gaps Large rude motors Rebuilt 01.4C
well lendscapecl tot Only mews 901-642-6589
~urn NW of Murray
$60's MIS 14730 Call
Realty
Kopp•rud
753-1222

Does Your Heart Good

EXERCISE

Names
'wails
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Come dine with us
at the new
All-You-Can-Eat
Colonel's Buffet.
One low price entitles you to an

abundant variety of delicious,
home cooked vegetables, salad bar
with all the trimmings,chicken and
dressing, chicken and dumplings,
cornbread, biscuits, gravy, livers,
gizzards, wonderful desserts and
much, much more!
And don't forget all the original
recipe or extra tasty crispy you can
eat. Come join us today for the
Colonel's All-You-Can-Eat Buffet.
Dine-In Only! Menu subject to change.
MM.

$1.00 Off
Lunch Buffet
Monday-Friday
One coupon

per

•or

customer.

Not good with any other otter.

Expires: 8/31/93

Ole

$1.00 Off
Dinner Buffet
Monday-Friday
All
Expires

8/31/91

day Saturday & Sunday, one
coupon per customer.
Not good with any other Offer
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T((lay in History
Today is Wednesday. Aug. 4. the 216th day of 1993.There ale 149
days left ie the year.
is —History:
Highlight
Today's
On Aug. 4, 1892. one of America's most notorious murders took
place as Andrew and Abby Borden were axed to death ia their home
in Fall River, Mass. Andrew Borden's daughter. Lizzie, was subsequently accused of the killings, but was acquitted at trial. The cast
remains officially unsolved.
On this date:
14,4150. pleas for Chicago were laid out.
In 1914. Britain declared war on Germany while the United States
proclaimed its neutrality in World War I.
the secret annex of a bogie in AmsterIn 1944, Nazi police rage4t
, including 14-year-old Anne Frank.
eight
arrested
and
dam
whose diary became a classic depiction of the Holocaust.
In 1964, the bodies of missing civil rights workers Michael H.
Schwerner, Andrew Goodman and James E. Chaney were found buried inside an earthen dam in Mississippi.
In 1977, President Carter signed a measure establishing the Department of Energy, the first Cabinet-level department created since 1966.
In 1987, the Federal Communications Commission voted to rescind
the Fairness Doctrine, which required radio and TV stations to present
balanced coverage of controversial issues.
In 1991, the Greek luxury liner Occanos sank in heavy seas off
South Africa's southeast coast; all 402 passengers and 179 crewmemhers survived.
Ten years ago: Former Environmental Protection Agency aide Rita
M. Lavelle was indicted on charges of lying to Congress about her
role in a toxic waste case involving her former employer. Lavelle was
subsequently convicted, and sentenced to six months in prison.
Five years ago: U.S. Rep. Mario Biaggi, D-N.Y., was convicted of
charges that included conspiracy, extortion, tax evasion and acceptance of bribes in the Wedtech corruption scandal. Sentenced to prison, Biaggi was paroled in 1990.
One year ago: The crew of the space shuule Atlantis encountered
difficulties as it tried to reel out a satellite attached to miles of thin
cord as part of an electricity-producing experimenL
Today's Birthdays: Britain's Queen Mother Elizabeth is 93. The
dean of the White House press corps, Helen Thomas of United Press
International, is43. Tsacb sou Mary_Liccices Slane y is 35. Baseball
pitcher Roger Clemens is 311.
Thought for Today: "New 'l opinions arc always suspected, and usually opposed. without any Other reason but because they are not
already common.'" — John Locke, English philosopher (1632-1704).

Tea yam, MO
Wia0OWS da sows of the campus beibliags at Murray State
University we getting new sew
screens 10 bale cut utility COM.
Mary Jo Simmons. Taal Wagner. Ronda Barlow, Tonda Bartotv and Michael Winn of
Murray-Calloway Swim Club
won honors at the State B
Championships held at
Lexington.
A Volkswagen Rabbit, donated
by Carroll Volkswagen, will be
the prize to the first golfer getting
a hole-in-one on No. 7 at Murray
Shrine Club Golf Tournament at
Murray Country Club Aug. 13
and 14.
Stan Key of Murray recently
scored the second hole-in-one of
his golfing career with an ace on
the second hole at Murray Country Club. He was playing with
Jim. Edith and David Garrison.

• Tissestjr pars ago
The Marin Stale University
Board of Repass today mooed
Grant. Kir, suave. Constantine
William CurrO, as the next president of MSU. He replaces Harry
M. Sparks who announced his
wishes to retire in January of
1973. Dr. Canis is expected to be
on the job by Sept. IS.
Thousands of shoppers poured
into the downtown area and local
shopping MIMS for the annual
sidewalk sale which started today
and will continue through
1011301101N.

Betty Lowry won the Medal
Play Women's Golf Tournament
at Murray Country Club. Other
flight winners were Margaret
Shuffett, first, Euva Nell Mitchell. second, and Jennie Hutson.
third.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs: James Andrew

Oakley. July It Mid a boy le•Mr•
and Mn. Billy Parrish, July 23.
Tbirty yaws age
The Murray State College
Summer Chorus, directed by
Robert K. Bear, will present
-Requiem" today at Doyle Fine
Arts Building. MSC. John C.
Winter. guest artist, will play
organ selections.
The Rev. Joe S. Whiuner will
assume the duties of pastor of
First Christian Church until the
arrival of the new minister. He is
district minister of Christian
Churches of Western Kentucky.
Dr. H.C. Chiles was honored at
a surprise dinner at the Murray
Woman's Club. This will given
in honor of Dr. Chiles' 15th
anniversary as pastor of First
Baptist Church with the deacons
and their wives as hosts and
hostesses.
A new nine-hole golf course

DEAR ABBY: I promised myself
that if I read one more letter in your
colurrun about children who fail to
write thank-you notes. I would
write in their defense.
Generally, my children and the
children of my friends send thankyou notes. However, none of them
has ever received one from the older
generation. Often Grandma, or
Great Aunt Louise, will mention in
a telephone conversation to me.
-Oh, please tell the kids I enjoyed
their drawings" — or the scarf, or
book, or whatever. But never once a
thank-you note from the grandparent generation to the grandchildren.
Perhaps they never received

such notes from their grandparents.
and therefore feel that it is not
something grandparents do. I suppose that attitude will be passed on.
and such letters will grace your column forever!
The whole issue is not a big deal
to me or my children, or to my.
friends and their children; I mention it only. because I am tired of
seeing "ungrateful" children get
bashed in your column because they
don't write thank-you notes.
If you ever use this thought in
your column, please don't use my
full name — I don't want to embarrass my mom!
TERESA IN PITTSBURGH

DEAR TERESA: All right —
what's fair for one is fair for all.
All you parents who nag your
children to write those thankyou notes to the grandparents
and Great Aunt Louise, please
remind the grandparents and
Greatjtunt Louise to acknowledge IM gifts they receive from
their grandchildren. It's important that the older generation
set a good example for the
younger ones.
DEAR ABBY: I have to disagree
with your answer concerning the
number of thank-you notes required
when six adult children received

BLONDIE
,

ORELANt7JkTIOtf
1146?

I'LL 'RILL 10U Our CdarT
NOu i4AkIEIDAWN WE
To GIUE
somenriNG
If
Th

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

individual invitations to a formal
church wedding. (They all accepted
and enjoyed themselves , It was
noted that they had all chipped in
for one gift, and asked vou how
many thank-you notes should hisent by the bride and groom for the
two-slice toaster they had received
Your response: One thank-you
note addressed to all of them would
be appropriate.
Recently we had two formal weddings in our family. For each wedding, my three siblings and I sent a
gift of crystal. After the first wedding, we each received a thank-you
note. After the second, we received
one thank-you note that stated.
'Please pass this on.
Although we laughed it off, we
felt that we each should have
received a thank-pm note. After all.
ifs the thought that countz4, not the
value of the gift.
If you use my letter, please don't
print my name or town. We don't
want to embarrass anyone.
PASSEI) IT ON
DEAR PASSED: Your answer
was better than mine. Thank
you for calla/licit to my attention.
, -DEAR ABBY: I noticed the
unusual names in ypur column. so I
am enclosing one that I know will
take first place.
It is: "Wiwat Yingkaittaveesuk
Parsons.- It appeared in the hitsburg Morning Sun
CHARLES BENF:LLI.
PITTSBURG. KAN

Deem
CALVIN and HOBBES
FIELD SCOOT CALVIN
EXCUSE
AS CNIEF
REPORVS TUE E.NEikl *116 STRATEGISt, I ME A
SKAtED, ENGAGED IN
r SW3EST IQUESTION
ENEM1 ACTOI %Pi ON
FROM TIAE
FLOOR
SIDENNIIA_1( TWO DOORS
*
DOWN.,

Mrs. A.G. Woods is attending
the District Directors School of
Methodist Church being held at
Lake Junalaska, N.C.
The Rev. Fred Alexander of
Benton was speaker at the revival
services held at Goshen Methodist Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gholson,
Aug. I.

Dear Ahbv

Daily Comics
rAR DurA6TEA_YOJ DON'T
DIVE OuR oRGAN:ZATION A
i3ONATiON 6.4,ST
YEAR. wE'RE
ii0VING
wiLi.. 114i6 YEAR,

bas been complesoll and is now is
use at 1Ceetucky Lake State Park..
Ferry pert ego
Karl E. Warming is the new
administrator of Murray Hospital.
He replaces E.J. Walkup who resigned recently.
Leroy Eldridge. vocational
agriculture teacher at Murray
Training School, has been elected
as president of Purchase District
of Kentucky VOCati00111 Agriculture Teachers Association.

TVE CIAIR
E X ACTI.:1 WK.
RECOGNI-LES
FIRST TIGUL WAS
EttEMI
kliGliCEDII
43BBES

DEAR CHARLES BENELLI:
You win! Thank you for sending
IL

1,4

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

ems Min MINIM
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FN( poem Aite
viicA=1
TlON! rrs IMPOSSIBLE!! ,
ITS A NaMTMAPL! CRISIS;
ALERT!! WI'PE ItUigED!!

IT Allii1V5 TAKES HOP TM
FiltsT RN DAYS UNWIND.

/HOOT 4.

FivE PEofte ARE op.) McifiTION! FIVE PEOPLE ARE oN VACATION.
LuE'Lt. MAKE IT SORENIXO! NW. 5a WHAT 7 NO, Nufe. MiSt's
All PULL TO&ETMEg!! WE'LL THE DIFFEEENGE7 LET CT SLIDE.
MAK Trinuers TIlE 4116t1T!! IS WIONE ORDERING LUNCH'

Incredibly, Morty had forgotten to bring a pocketbook.

Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Evil

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
JELL
cVD' 113 t'e miatek-i„Ur1 WIEN We t.i.1ENT
Krow HOW LAWRENCE TAmouGH.11-te_ pftWINDoWS
WCUUX•ITCLOSE,AN'L.IKE
ME.A GCUPCel?-IT
lite INSIDE.OF yoUR ctIR
WAS GOOD FOR Pi CAR
or A Ulna WET
WASH IF I BcuerfTGAs?

my soN? scoo.tr
zj GAS?fi

•
• I

•

GARFIELD
I DON'T THINK JON'S EVER
BEEN MORE BORIS&

I EVER TELL YOU
ABOUT MY AUNT
EDNA'S INCeROWN

4 "Killer —”
8 Church
1118111/1011

12 Number
13 Merit
14 Chills and
fever
15 Indian
weight
16 Rigid
18 Chore
20 Unlock
21 Note of scale
22 Exist
23 "— of Night"
27 Expire
29 Abstract
being
30 Unmoving
31 At home
32 Ancient
33 Possesses
34 You and me
15 Long-legged
bird

37 Insane
38 — Horsley
39 Ferns*
student

40 Butter square
41 Maiden loved
by Zeus
42 verve
44 Ancient
Chariot
47 Rued
51 Title of
respect
52 — vera
53 Wife of Zeus
54 Before
55 Merry
56 Bridge term
57 Stitch
DOWN
I Foreman
2 Delseed
3 Mock
4 "Father
Knows —•
5 Dine

•
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6 Mistakes
7 Shoot at from

17 Neon symbol

WWI

8 Refrigerator
ornaments
9 Mature
10 Bright sta.
11 Deposit
9
14

12

e
PEANUTS

mE5

LE A4JAKE

AND I Al', MYSELF

'15 Tki5 ALL THERE 15

11

,O

B AD
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0
1

T A

D
E

9

10

11

19 Negative
22 In addition
24 UK Princess
25 Adhesive
substance
26 Otherwise
27 Metal plate
28 Preposition
29 Antlered
animal
30 Mournful
32 Commanded
33 Chapeau
36 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
37 Fireplace
Pert
38 Defeats
40 Lanes
41 Exists
43 French
arbele
44 Kind of
Chime
45 Ireland
46 AMNION
47 Tattered
delft
45 ChM
measure
41 Maw
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DEAR DR GOTT. It seems to me
that you have played down the value
of vitamins, other than perhaps to
take a one-aday.multiple vitamin Fm
aware we get some vitamins in regu
lar food, of undetermined and irregu
lar amounts, yet a recent study from
UCLA found that people taking over
300 mg of vitamin C had 40 percent
fewer heart attacks than those who
took 75 mg. Further, vitamin E prevents formation of arteriosclerosis
Haven't you been overly cautious
about new developments substantial
ing some benefits of vitamins taken in
considerably larger amounts than the
RDA allowances''
DEAR READER Yes. I have
Earlier opinions resulted from previous medical studies. However. based
on the new information to which you
refer (which appeared in many media
reportsi. I modified my view about the
benefits of beta carotene, vitamin C
and vitamin E in a column published
in early May
In the event that you may have
missed this update. I'll summarize it
There's a lot of interest these days
in anti-oxidants. substances that pre
vent tissue damage caused by oxygen
atoms and "free radicals" isubstances
that damage tissue). which are either
produced in the body or introduced
into it by eating and breathing Betacarotene and vitamins C and E are
anti oxidants Beta-carotene may help
prevent heart attacks and could conceivably protect against lung cancer.
Vitamin C may ward off stomach cancer and lower'cholesterol Vitamin E
has been shown to reduce the incidence of heart attacks and boost the
immune system
Therefore, your observations are
correct With this topic, as with other
subjects. I'll continue to inform my
readers as new, valid, scientific data
become available I do not recom•
mend that healthy people take large
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unless there is general agreement
among nutrition experts that such
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